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1. BACKGROUND 
 

Capitalization and sustainability of project activities are important for drinking water supply 

management given its significance for each society and population as a whole. Within the scope of 

project area, these activities include involvement of stakeholders from DRINKADRIA project team 

and other relevant stakeholders in eight countries that are identified by project Final beneficiaries.  

Since the safe and stable drinking water supply is strategic goal in each country activities that 

capitalize experience and skills of relevant stakeholders are added value to capitalization and 

sustainability. This report summarizes finalized capitalization activities, in particular the Second 

Stakeholders’ National Events in eight countries that would significantly contribute to the project 

outputs and deliverables capitalization and sustainability. 

2. SUMMARY OF DATA AND INFORMATION RELEVANT FOR 
THE THIRD STAKEHOLDERS EVENTS 

For the third Stakeholders’ National Events (III SNEs) within the scope of DRINKADRIA in all 

countries within the  project implementation area stakeholders are familiarized with the project 

main results and outputs accomplished in addition to different topics that are  recognized as 

country specific .  

The project closing conference (July 7, 2016, Castello di Duino, Trieste, Italy) was recognized as 

the great opportunity to have back to back event on project capitalization and sustainability, given 

the presence of different stakeholders and decision makers. The total number of participants was 

88, and distinguished audience is familiarized with the main project outputs that provides solid 

base for the main outputs capitalization and project sustainability after the implementation is 

finalized. The agenda of event titled Drinkadria a large cross-border experience and results 

and the summary information and data are provided in Annex 1 of this report.   

 

In Bosnia and Herzegovina the third stakeholders national event was organized as a part of the 

annual international scientific - professional conference "Man and karst" Blagaj, Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, from 19-22.05. While first and second national workshop were focused on 

dissemination and exchange of project results within stakeholders drinking water supply 

companies and governmental institutions, as it was planned third one was dedicated to 

speeding the scientific information within research Institutes, universities and NGOs in the  
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Balkan region and more. An issue of cross-border karst hydrology, particularly in terms of 

sources used for water supply, has been highlighted as a special theme of this conference. 

The fact that the source is located in one country and its catchment area in another poses a 

great challenge, when it comes to protection, both in scientific - professional and legal terms. 

Relying on the longstanding tradition of the gathered participants and interesting thematic 

basis, the Hydro Engineering Institute, has managed to intrigue about 72 authors of 

scientific-technical works, from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Serbia, Slovenia, 

Montenegro, Australia, Italy and France, to participate in the meeting via published 

scientific papers and oral and poster presentations. In summary, 26 papers, 9 scientific 

posters created by 72 authors were submitted to the organization committee of the 

conference. A Book of abstract was issued and distributed to all participants. The 

DRINKADRIA project partners from Bosnia and Herzegovina presented the results achieved 

through numerous scientific and research activities generated during the project. Overall, 46 

participants of the meeting have contributed to the regional and professional connecting and 

especially motivating and promoting of young researchers. Except the presentation of the 

results obtained through the DRINKADRIA project done by HEIS (FB12), partners from 

Croatia (University of Rijeka and Croatian Geological Survey) the following topics addressed 

during the conference are: 

 Living world of Karst; 

 Underground world of Karst; 

 Water management in Karst; 

 General Karstology; 

 Protection of Karst and environment in general.  
 
During the III SNE in Croatia, the participants (37) were familiarized with information and data 

relevant for Sustainable water resources management (November 13, 2015, Buzet, Croatia). 

Workshop organized by all final beneficiaries from Croatia had the purpose to present the main 

project outputs and to improve stakeholders’ participation in project implementation.   Apart from 

Croatian final beneficiaries the event was attended by representatives of University of Ljubljana – 

Faculty of Civil Engineering and Geodesy, Public heath Institute of region of Istria, Kolektor Sisteh 

Ltd from Ljubljana and water Utility of Istria contactors.   

 
In Greece 3rd National Capitalization Workshop and 2nd Technical Workshop (June 3rd 2016, 

Chania, Crete, Greece), are organized as the back to back event with 2nd EWaS International  
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Conference – Efficient and sustainable Water Systems Management toward Worth Living 

Development. FB16, with the participation of FB5 and FB10 organized these workshops 

as speakers and disseminators of the Drinkadria results, in order to accomplish the targets 

established in WP2 and WP3 of the Drinkadria project. More specifically, these national 

Drinkadria workshop and capitalization meeting was organized in Crete, in order to present 

and disseminate the Drinkadria project results during the 2nd EWaS International Conference. 

This conference is organized by the University of Thessaly (FB16) and the Technical 

University of Crete, aiming to bring together scientists dealing with research challenges 

encountered throughout the entire water cycle. It focuses on the integrated and sustainable 

water resources management, the effects of global climate change, the efficiency 

improvement of water systems and the protection of the environment. Thus, particular 

emphasis was given to the latest developments, strategies, techniques and applications of 

international best practices in efficient and sustainable water systems management, urban 

water and waste management, environmental protection and also to the ways in which 

hydraulics contribute to sustainable engineering investigations and design in the water 

environment. 

The 3rd National Stakeholders’ Event workshop titled Non Revenue Water Reduction – 
Efficient and Reciprocal Use of Urban Water was attended by a total number of 49 

participants from relevant stakeholders and organizations in a national level such as 

decentralized administrations, water utilities, local government of Crete and several 

municipalities. The questionnaires were distributed to participants and approximately 31 % of 

them provided their valuable inputs and feedbacks. Figures bellow presents some of the 

answers provided by Greek stakeholders. With respect to the water quantity problems and 

issues question: 22, 47% of participants ranked as the most important increase in water use 

and 20,22% climate change (Figure 1).    

 
 
 

 

Figure 1: Answers on question: 
Issues/problems in terms of quantity 
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When it comes to water supply distribution issues, problems and constrains 21,88% underlined 

reservoirs deficiency, inadequate network and ageing, 17,71% recognized pumping stations 

capacities , and 16,67% consider poor maintenance of water supply distribution system as the 

most significant (Figure 2).   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Greek stakeholders’ feedbacks on issues/problems in terms of water supply distribution 
constrains 
 
Third National Event (capitalization meeting) was organized in Italy by A.Ato 3 “Marche 

Centro – Macerata”, FB n. 2 in DRINKADRIA Project. The Conference, with title  

“DRINKADRIA Project: sustainable and integrated management of Water Resources 
and drinking Water Supply Systems”, was held in Abbadia di Fiastra, Tolentino (MC) on 

November 27, 2015. It was completely dedicated to the dissemination of DRINKADRIA 

general scope and first results, with particular emphasis on the implementation of Pilot 

Actions. Very interesting presentations were given by ten different speakers, representatives 

of DRINKADRIA Partners or (External) Experts. More detailed data are included in Annex 5 of 

this report. About 35% of the participants (26, out of no. 74 registered ones), all invited to 

contribute in the survey, returned the questionnaire filled in. Answers on selected questions 

are presented in following Figures 3, 4 and 5 on participants field of work, spatial scale that 

best reflects their activities and tasks and their familiarity with cross – border/ water resources, 

in a given order. 
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Figure 3: Italian 

stakeholders feedback 

on their scope of work 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Spatial 

scale of work provided by 

III SNE in Italy 

participants 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Italian stakeholders 

familiarity with issues/constraints 

concerning Cross-Border/Regional 

water resources 
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The third stakeholders national workshop within the framework of the project Networking for 

Drinking Water Supply and the Adriatic Region (DRINKADRIA) in Montenegro was held on 

February 26, 2016 in Nikšić, by the Water Utility Nikšić. The topic of the workshop was " 

Project DRINKADRIA: experience and results achieved in the management of losses in 
water supply systems. Examples of good practice in Montenegro and the region”  and it 

was aimed at the exchange of different know-how and experience in this field and presenting 

real activities implemented by the Water Utility Nikšić and results achieved within this project. 

This final workshop was aimed to contribute to the sustainability of the project activities 

through the analysis of all realized in the preceding three-year period. The workshop was 

attended by a total number of 42 participants from various institutions and organizations from 

the country and the region, such as: the Ministry of Sustainable Development and Tourism of 

Montenegro, local government of Nikšić, NGO Association of Water Utilities of Montenegro, 

Company for Water and Waste Water Services for the Montenegrin Coast and the Municipality 

of Cetinje (VODACOM), Jaroslav Černi Institute for the Development of Water Resources from 

Belgrade, German consulting company Sachen Wasser, almost all water utilities from 

Montenegro, as well as collaborators from the region from the Water Utility Prijepolje and PUC 

Neum. The workshop included 8 presentations divided into two sessions, thus realizing the 

successful exchange of know-how and experience, which is essential for the capitalization and 

sustainability of the project. The first session included presentations on the DRINKADRIA 

project and its issues generally, and in pilot area in Nikšić concretely. The second session was 

dedicated to specific case studies and the analysis of NRW in water supply systems both in 

Montenegro (e.g. Ulcinj), and in the region (e.g. Prijepolje, Belgrade and Neum). 

The third and the final stakeholders national event in Serbia within the DRINKADRIA 
international project framework (Networking for Drinking Water Supply in Adriatic Region), 

titled ˝Existent and Prospective Regional Water Supply Systems in Serbia˝, was held in 

Belgrade on December 4th 2015, organised by the ˝Jaroslav Černi˝ Institute for the 

Development of Water Resources. The issue of regional water supply in Serbia, gathered 

almost 40 participants at the workshop. This topic was chosen due to the water supply issues 

significance and because the solution is increasingly required within the regional framework. 

The workshop was attended by representatives of water supply and sanitation utility 

companies, as well as those of the regional water supply systems in Serbia (Belgrade, 

Sombor, Kruševac, Čačak, Kragujevac, Valjevo, Arilje), the Republic of Serbian (Bijeljina), 
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 Montenegro (Nikšić), experts from various scientific and academic institutions  

(˝Jaroslav Černi˝ Institute for the Development od Water Resources, University of Belgrade's 

Faculty of Civil Engineering). The workshop was also attended by representatives of the 

relevant state bodies: Ministry of Agriculture and Environment, Serbian Directorate for Water, 

and the Republic of Serbia's Government European Integration Office. The workshop has 

raised various issues pertinent to the regional water supply use, maintenance and 

challenges, as well as offered suggestions concerning possible solutions for the improvement 

of existing and prospective regional water supply systems. The main objective of the workshop 

- the exchange of experiences and newly acquired knowledge in the fields of improving the 

quality of water supply and regional water supply, including the identification of problems and 

attempts to define solutions to overcome them - has been successfully achieved through a 

dynamic discussion among the water supply company representatives, but also through their 

additional constructive discussions with the representatives of academic and government 

institutions of key issues of any further development and improvement of the regional water 

supply systems' capacities. Presenting the DRINKADRIA project as an example of a good 

practice, the ˝Jaroslav Čern˝ Institute representatives demonstrated possible strategies of 

managing the capitalization and sustainability of international projects. The 

DRINKADRIA project partners from the University of Ljubljana and the University 

of Rijeka, as well as from the town of Nikšić Waterworks, have given presentations 

of their project activities and results, and shared their own experiences concerning 

regional water supply, thus hugely contributing to the content and quality of the 

workshop. Guests from the region have expressed a great pleasure to have been 

part of our Third National Workshop and a dynamic discussion among participants 

has made a special impression on them. 

In Slovenia the third and final National DRINKADRIA Workshop in Slovenia was organized in 

April 2016. The event was held in Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Slovenia in 

Ljubljana. We have invited operators of water supply systems, local communities and other 

relevant government institutions (in attachment). We prepared invitation with agenda and gave 

promotional material to the attendees (general brochure with all important information on 

DRINKADRIA project, brochure about WP5 topic, DRINKADRIA folder with notepad, layman 

report and promotional buff). Total number of all participants that have attended the National 

workshop was 73.   
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First lecture was held by Mr. Enrico Altran, who is project manager of the DRINKADRIA 

project and comes from CATO Trieste (Italy). He introduced project with lecture DRINKADRIA 

– the network of experts from eight countries works! Next presentation was held by dr. Barbara 

Karleuša, who is WP4 leader and comes from Faculty of Civil Engineering in Rijeka (Croatia). 

She presented part of work on work package 4 - Cross-Border Water Resources in Adriatic 

Region and Climate Change. Next lecturer was dr. Mihael Brenčič with lecture: Protection 

areas – obstacle or opportunity; experience in Adriatic area and was followed by dr. Polona 

Domadenik that comes from Faculty of Economics in Ljubljana (Slovenia) and held a lecture 

about Structure and design of drinking water price in Slovenia and abroad. Dr. Primož 

Banovec comes from Faculty of Civil and Geodetic Engineering in Ljubljana. He talked about 

the contract template for cross border drinking water supply. First part of the workshop was 

concluded with the lecture Development of cross-border cooperation in the field of water 

management and the role of bilateral commissions held by dr. Mitja Bricelj (Ministry of the 

Environment and Spatial Planning). Second part of National workshop opened Matjaž Hvalič, 

who is FB4 project leader and comes from Water Utility Nova Gorica. He introduced a pilot 

area within the project DRINKADRIA in Slovenia - Determination of district metering areas and 

identification of water losses. The event was concluded with the round table with the invited 

speakers. Topic of the round table was Inter-municipal drinking water supply in Slovenia, 
problems and comparison with the cross border water supply. During the event 

participants provided feedbacks on several questions. Figures 6 and 7 depict their answers on 

climate change impacts on their field of work and knowledge on water price.   

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Slovenian stakeholders 
 Feedbacks on Climate Change 
influence on their work 
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Figure 7: 
Slovenian 
Stakeholders’ 
feedbacks on 
their knowledge 
with respect to 
water price 
determination 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Based on the available data, total number of 456 relevant stakeholders coming from eight 

countries (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Greece, Italy, Montenegro Serbia and 

Slovenia) participated in events. The topics that were addressed are : 

 Man and karst;  

 Sustainable water resources management;  

 Non Revenue Water Reduction – Efficient and Reciprocal Use of Urban Water; 

 DRINKADRIA Project: sustainable and integrated management of Water Resources 

and drinking Water Supply Systems; 

  Experience and results achieved in the management of losses in water supply 

systems: Examples of good practice in Montenegro and the region; 

 Existent and Prospective Regional Water Supply Systems in Serbia; 

 Inter-municipal drinking water supply in Slovenia, problems and comparison with the 

cross border water supply; 

 Drinkadria a large cross-border experience and results. 
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The results presented in this report are excerpts from national reports provided by Final beneficiaries. 

Fore more comprehensive feedbacks, it should be referred to original reports (8) appended with this 

report. In addition, the evaluated questionnaires indicate that issues and key processes identified in the 

DRINAKADRIA application form are of the great significance for the management of cross- border 

/ regional water supply systems and water resources in general. Finally, agreed stakeholders 

management and capitalization methodology are implemented successfully and contribute 

tremendously to projects sustainability and replicability. Three events are organized as back to back 

events with international scientific conferences and project closing conference. 
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ANNEX 1: CLOSING CONFERENCE 
Capitalization event as back to back event 

 



DRINKADRIA FINAL CONFERENCE

Drinkadria a large cross-border 

experience and results

Castello di Duino (TS)

JULY 7th - 2016



Final Drinkadria Conference – Castello di Duino (TS)

Thursday 7th JULY 2016

09:00 – 09:30

09:30 – 10:00

10:00 – 11:45

11:45 – 12:00

12:00 – 13:00

13:15 – 14:30

14:30 – 15:30

Registration at the Conference: Drinkadria a large cross-border experience and results

Greetings to the Authorities and Opening of the conference (Chairman: Enrico Altran)

1. Project Management (Ricardo Silvoni)

2. Dissemination and capitalization (Branislava B. Matic & Roberto Lisjak)

3. International aquifers: sustainability in drinking exploitation in climate change scenario, (Barbara Karleuša)

� The Pilot Case Ostuni (I) Area Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) surface water quality and availability of groundwater 

resources  (CNR)

4. Water supplies between neighboring States: new bilateral agreement protocols in the long term. (Primož Banovec)

� Pilot Project San Dorligo della Valle (I), Efficient and sustainable reduction of losses and reuse  for new CBWSS (LB)

5. Vanguard technologies to an effective improvement and efficiency of water services management (Stefano della Sala)

� Water loses – Pilot Action: Murano (VE), Nova Gorica (SLO), Buzet, (CRO), Nikšić (MNE), Neum (BiH), Corfu (GR).

� Quality  - Pilot Action: Preganziol and Mogliano (I)

� Biological control and monitoring – Pilot Action:  Real Time PCR – Venice (I)

� Metering and real-time monitoring system: effective management of emergency situations, sharing data with different 

level Authorities and Civil Protection Department. Pilot Action: Macerata (I)

Coffee break

"A new common reference framework for the regulation of cross-border supplies of drinking water and the shared management

of water resources” – Open Discussion - Chairman Primož Banovec

Mr. Christian Minelli , AEEGSI International External Relations  and Secretariat of WAREG-European Water Regulators 

Final lunch at “Acquedotto G. Randaccio” (S. Giovanni di Duino)

Technical visit of “Acquedotto G. Randaccio”
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PhD Branislava B. Matic – Jaroslav Cernj Institut - Belgrade

Prof. Barbara Karleuša - University of Rijeka - Faculty of Civil Engineering

Prof. Primož Banovec – University of Ljubljana - Faculty of Civil and 

Geodetic Engineering

Dr. Stefano della Sala – Veritas S.p.A. Venice
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Project Manager

Leader of Communication and Dissemination Task

Leader of Capitalization and Sustainability Task

Leader of Cross-border water resources management Task

Leader of Cross-border drinking water supply management Task

Leader of Pilot Cases Task

Deputy Project Manager

DRINKADRIA Final Meeting in Trieste, 5 - 7 July 2016



In case you have any questions concerning the meeting, please refer to :

DRINKADRIA Project Contact

Maria Romano

ACEGASAPSAMGA S.p.A.

Address: via dei Rettori 1 – 34121 Trieste

E-Mail: maria.romano@acegasapsamga.it

Tel. +39 040 7793584 (from 8.30 to 14.00)

Fax. +39 040 7793956
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DRINKADRIA Final Conference - Trieste, 7th July 2016
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CATO OT (LB) - Municipality of Trieste Luca Soranzo
University of Trieste  Mathematics and Geoscieneis Department Chiara Callegaris
University of Trieste  Mathematics and Geoscieneis Department Alessandro Fonda
University of Trieste  Mathematics and Geoscieneis Department Franco Cucchi
University of Trieste  Mathematics and Geoscieneis Department Laura Poiani
Veritas SpA/FB1 Director of Water Laboratory and Security Stefano Della Sala
Veritas SpA/FB1 Water Laboratory and Security Paola Miana
Veritas SpA/FB1 Engineering Department Paola Cossettini
ATO 3 Marche/FB2 Daniele Nardi



CNR IRSA/FB3 Emmanuele Romano
CNR IRSA/FB3 Isabella Serena Liso
CNR IRSA/FB3 Walter Tandoi
Water Utility Novìva Gorica/FB4 Matjaz Hvalic
University of Lubiana/FB5 Primoz Banovec
University of Lubiana/FB5 Barbara Cencure
University of Lubiana/FB5 Matej Cerk
University of Lubiana/FB5 Mohor Gartner
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ANNEX 2:  NATIONAL DATA 

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA 



The project is co-funded by the European Union,
Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance

Table of content 

 

Report on Third 
national workshop 
within the project 
DRINKADRIA in 

Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 

Man and karst 
 

 

19-22 May 2016  Hydro-engineering 
Institute, Sarajevo 

 

           
 

P.C.Utility Neum 



Complementing an annual international scientific - professional conference "Man and 

karst" organised in Blagaj from 19-22.05., the third and closing National Drinakdria project 

workshop has been organised and held within. 

While first and second national workshop were focused on dissemination and exchange of 

project results within stakeholders drinking water supply companies and governmental 

institutions, as it was planned third one was dedicated to speeding the scientific 

information within research Institutes, universities and NGOs in the Balkan region and 

more. 

An issue of cross-border karst hydrology, particularly in terms of sources used for water 

supply, has been highlighted as a special theme of this conference. The fact that the 

source is located in one country and its catchment area in another poses a great 

challenge, when it comes to protection, both in scientific - professional and legal terms. 

Addressing this challenge was the core value of the "Networking for safe water supply in 

the Adriatic region" (DRINKADRIA) project, implemented for the past 2,5 years within the 

IPA ADRIATIC CBC PROGRAM 2007-2013. 

Relying on the longstanding tradition of the gathered participants and interesting thematic 

basis, the Hydro Engineering Institute, has managed to intrigue about 72 authors of 

scientific-technical works, from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Serbia, Slovenia, 

Montenegro, Australia, Italy and France, to participate in the meeting via published 

scientific papers and oral and poster presentations. The DRINKADRIA project partners 

from Bosnia and Herzegovina (Hydro Engineering Institute SC, Public Utility Company 

LLC.) have presented the results achieved through numerous scientific and research 

activities generated during the project. Overall, 46 participants of the meeting have 

contributed to the regional and professional connecting and especially motivating and 

promoting of young researchers. 

First call for abstract was issued on March 10, 2016 and sent to project partners and multi-

levelled stakeholders from the governmental, NGO and educational institutions. Also, this 

call was presented through the HEIS web page and Facebook account.  



26 papers, 9 scientific posters created by 72 authors were submitted to the organisation 

committee of the conference.   

Second call for participation into this conference with the Program was issued on 6 May, 

2016 and delivered to the all registered participants.  

Following the Program, topics were: 

  Living world of Karst; 

 Underground world of Karst 

 Water management in Karst  

 General Karstology 

 Protection of Karst and environment in general 

A Book of abstract was issued and distributed to all participants.  

Except the presentation of the results obtained through the DRINKADRIA project done by 

HEIS (FB12), partners from Croatia (University of Rijeka and Croatian Geological Survey) 

had their presentation of the project results and take significant part in highlighting the 

cross border issues in water management between B&H and Croatia.  

On the third day of the conference, a field trip has been organised where participants 

rks 

within the DRINKADRIA project, since most of the catchment area belongs to the Prud 

source, used for water supply in Croatia. 

Supporting documents important for this report are: 

- First and second call for the participation to the conference; 

- Book of abstracts; 

- Registration list of the participants; 

- Photos 



 



The project is co-funded by the European Union,
Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance
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UVOD 
 

- 
- 

lturnih, pravnih, 
privrednih i historijskih izazova. Ove godine je kao posebna tema izdvajena problematika 

- 

realizira u sklopu IPA ADRIATIC CBC PROGRAMA 2007-2013 je usmjeren na razvoj 

prijavljene radove. Osim toga, skup je i prilika za razmjenu iskustav

snaga. 
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c Krupac i 
 Kvalitet vode na posmatranim vrelima je vrlo visok i pripada I kategoriji kvaliteta 

ovnim odvozom 

ekomjerne koncentracije 
 

 
   

 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND GEO  ECOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN 
THE KONJIC MUNICIPALITY 

 
 

 
Abstract: 
The area of research is Konjic municipality with an area of 1,169 square kilometers. Konjic 
municipality is not directly threatened by the high concentration of polluters, so the 
epidemiological and the environmental situation is relatively well. Karst springs are the main 

 The water quality in the observed sources is very high 
and belongs to the first category of water quality. Existing sewerage system covered only part 
of the urban area of Konjic. Utility company covers 80% of the population in the municipality 
with planning transport of trash. The remaining 20% of the population uses so - called ''illegal 
dumping'' sites. When we talk about air quality, it can be concluded that there were no 
excessive concentration of pollutants in the air. 
 
Key words: karst springs, water quality, waste water, environment, Konjic municipality 
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EGOVINE 
ANALIZA STANJA I PREPORUKE 

 
 

 
: 

ju 
i 

propusnosti stijena mogu dospjeti do pitke vode. Svaka te

enih tokova za potrebe hidroelektrana. 
neophodno je u 

usmjeriti na ovu problematiku. Neadekvatna briga i nemar bi na kraju mogla dovesti do 
katastrofalnih posljedica,  

 
osjetljivog a PP Hutova blata, ponajprije analiziranjem stanja  
SWOT analize, a zatim anketn

FPMOZ-
dobili smo rez

 
 

 
preporuke 
 
 

PROBLEMS OF KARST WATER IN THE NARROW HERZEGOVINA AREA 
SITUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
 

 
Abstract: 
One of the most frequently mentioned characteristics, used to describe the area of 
Herzegovina is karst. As part of the Dinaric karst, karst of Bosnia and Herzegovina with its 
natural phenomena represents a specific natural resource that attracts many visitors and has 
multiple natural, cultural, recreational, educational and other values. Dinaric karst is abundant 
with karst water, which also has exceptional natural value, but several negative influences 
leads to endangerment of this resource. The karst area is ecologically extremely sensitive, and 
it is necessary to pay attention to the waste substances discharge, because the permeability 
rocks can reach clean water. All liquid poured on the surface is draining through the 
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permeable rock and reaches the clean water used for human nutrition, and it is also the factor 
from which depends the ecological balance of the area. Even greater negative impacts on the 
karst water have the interventions in space and dislocation of natural waterways for 
hydropower purposes. Kars and karst water are becoming the subject of study, but it is 
essential to bring even more public attention and focus on this issue. Inadequate care and 
negligence could ultimately lead to disastrous consequences, especially in the southern part of 
Herzegovina. 
Purpose of this paper was to show the real situation on the observed area surrounding the 
wider part of the sensitive wetland PP Hutovo Blato, primarily by analyzing the situation 
using SWOT analysis, and with a public survey with sample of 200 respondents. Two parallel 
surveys were made, where the first covered general public, and the second covered students 
from the Faculty of Science and Education, course Tourism and Environmental Protection. 
Using the statistical methods we got the results, according to which is possible to propose 
measures and recommendations that will be a good indicator for further situation 
improvement. 
 
Key words:  karst water, karst, regulations, Herzegovina, Nature Park Hutovo blato, public 
awareness, recommendations 
 
 
 

SKRADINSKI BUK NA RIJECI KRKI 
 

-Bonacci 
 

 

Skradinski Buk Gornji; (2) 
 

 
 

SKRADINSKI BUK (RIVER KRKA, CROATIA) 
 

-Bonacci 
 
Abstract: 
In the paper hydrological analyses of the Skradinski Buk (River Krka, Croatia) will be carried 
out using data of the water levels and discharges measured at the following two hydrological 
stations: (1) Skradinski Buk Gornji; (2) Nacionalni Park.  Influence of the hydroelectric 
power plant development on the waterfall hydrological regime will be discussed. 
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prugu Karlovac  
 

hidr
 

 
 

 ljivosti, nacrt, povijest, hidrogeologija, endemi, edukacija, 
umjetnost 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Abstract: 
In Croatia there are more then ten thousends caves and pits, but only several have different 
curiosities. One of these caves 
Karlovac  Ogulin, close to the railway station Tounj. Curiosities are: speleological (plans 
from 1935, 1961 and 2013), historical (fortress Tounj from the time of Military frontier  
1480, defence 
hydrogeological (diving in the siphon and connection with the Cave in the quarry Tounj), 
biospeleological (discovery of endems of Dinaric karst  cave sponge, terrestial and water 
snails), educational (place of practice of speleological courses and schools), artistical (artistic 
paintings, photographes and cave paintings). About these curiosites there are articles in 
different publcations, but, usualy apparently for each curiosity. Mentioned references gives 
more informations. 
 
Key words: cave, curiosity, plan, history, hydrogeology, endems, education, art 
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U CRNOJ GORI 
 

 
 

 
2 

makrocjelini sliva Skadarskog jezera, odnosno Jadranskog mora i zahvata, uglavnom, djelove 

- 
Skadarsko jezero tj. njenog mediteransko-submediteranskog dijela, ima veliku raznovrsnost i 
bogatstvo biogeocenoza sa zanimljivom florom, vegetacijom i faunom uglavnom refugijalnog 

 
-submediteranskog tipa u 

ata sliv rijeke 

-

pojedinih ekosistema a samim 

cjelini 

og 

voja Crne Gore kao 

 standarda EU, 
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BIO-GEOGRAPHICAL IMPORTANCE AND CONSERVATION OF THE CANYONS 
IN MORACA RIVER BASIN IN MONTENEGRO 

 
 

 
Abstract: 

2 that represent 
fourteenth part of the total surface of Montenegro and it reaches southeast part of the Central 

basin and it reaches, mostly, parts of territories of municipalities Podgorica (about 60%) and 
mplex geomorphology of terrain, geological, hydrogeological 

and pedological structure, climate and historical factors caused that 
canyon valley from source-mounatin part up to the mouth in Skadar Lake, in other words, its 
Mediterranean-Sub-Mediterranean part, it has large diversity and wealth of biogeocenoses 
with interesting flora, vegetation and fauna of mostly refugial type. Biogeographical position 
and refugial character of this complex and dynamic area represented refuge for many species 
of mountain flora, that, with autochthonous species and species of south regions of  
Mediterranean-Sub-Mediterranean type in longer historical development, contributed to more 
intensive processes of genesis and development of flora and fauna of the canyon in the broad 

on canyon valle  Piperska Rijeka,  
Cijevna etc. Nature researches are very imortant because they represent complete 
confirmation of choice in the field of long-term projection of the protection of nature in 
Monteneg

that sense, it is necessary in a breaf period of time, through scientific-research projects, to 
perform comlexnaturtalistic and other researches because only with so obtained results could 
be established levels of study on vulnerability of some ecosystems and carry out more 
adequate protection with the aim of the protection of biodiversity and genofond of living 
world of this very interesting area of Montenegro. More active protection of these canyons, as 
well as other canyons in Montenegro and nature as a whole is obligation of Montenegro 
which decided that Strategy of its future development has to be established on ecological 
bases. Planning of construction of capacities and total use of natural potential of the river 
basin on mountain bases, that is important assumption of rational use and valorization of the 
area, represent exceptional importance of this area for Montenegro. In that sense, realization 

long-
developme k and Natura 
2000, strategies (National Strategy of Sustainable development, National Biodiversity 
Strategy and Action Plan, tourism, sustainable forestry, energetics etc.), as well as passing 
new law regulations in accordance with EU standards, should rush total activities for 
advancement and rational use of environment and entire cultural heritage of basin of the river 

 Skadar Lake in the of sustainable development. 
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PRVI REGIONALNI PARK U CRNOJ GORI -  
 

 
 

 

Regionalnog p

a 

ova Durmitor i Sutjeska i 

 

razvoja Crne Gore

Gore. 
 
 
FIRST REGIONAL PARK IN THE MONTENEGRO - 

 
 

Z  
 
Abstract: 

-western part of 
Montenegro, bordering on Republic of Srpska (Bosnia and Herzegovina). The Physical Plan 
of Montenegro to 2020 envisages an expansion of the Durmitor National Park and 

connecting these two parks with Sutjeska National Park in Republic of Srpska.  
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The National Sustainable Development Strategy of Montenegro from 2008 proposes the 

priority protected areas, alongside the Prokletije National Park and Komovi Regional Park, so 
as to ex

of about 

Several categories of special protected units have been earmarked within the Regional Park 
boundaries (according to the Feasibility Study of the Piva Regional park, Institute for Nature 
Ptotection of Montenegro, 2011). The proclamation of the first regional park in Montenegro 
and the higher level of protection that will be provided to the  areas within the regional park 
bounderies are also significant from the perspective of the Green infrastructure / the new 
European Union concept on environmental protection. The significance of establishing the 
Piva Regional Park is multiple, it will increase the siye of the protected area in Montenegro, 
improve the cross-border cooperation of Sutjeska National Park and Durmitor National Park, 
and enable local goverments to protect the natural and cultursl values of the area trough sound 
managment models. 
The National Strategy for the Sustainable Development of Montenegro sets the long-term 
sustainble development goals for the country, including the establishment of an efficient 
system of managing protected natural areas. It is of critical importance following the 
proclamation of Piva Regional Park that an efficient protection programme be developed that 
would be an integral part of the management plan for this protected area and that this 
programme be aligned with the level of protection for specific areas of the regional park, as 
proposed in the Feasibility Study drafted by the Institute for Nature Protection in Montenegro. 
 
 
 

 30/20 
 

Rosana Cerkvenik, Karmen Peternelj 
 

Povzetek: 

eje pa je bil z 
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 A WORLD HERITAGE SITE AND PROTECTED AREA  30/20 
 

Rosana Cerkvenik, Karmen Peternelj 
 
Abstract: 

kocjan Caves Regional Park Act was adopted which set up the public agency as the 
managing authority. Conservation of nature and cultural heritage, education of different target 
groups, cooperation with local population, renovation of infrastructure and sustainable 

known World Heritage Site with over 130.000 visitors per year. 
 
 
 

EXPLORING HOLOCENE CLIMATE FLUCTUATIONS REGISTERED IN 
BOSNIAN STALAGMITES ADOPTING A MULTIPROXY APPROACH 

 
Veronica Chiarini, Isabelle Couchoud, Russel Drysdale, Petra Bajo, Simone Milanolo, John 

Hellstrom, Joe De Waele 
 
Abstract: 
The central part of the Mediterranean is crucial to understand present day and future climate 
change and it has been characterized by contrasting patterns between northern and southern 
regions over the Holocene. In the Italian Peninsula have been recorded relatively dry 
conditions during the first half of the Holocene are followed by an increase in moisture in the 
northern regions. At the same time, the southern portion of the Peninsula experiences the 
opposite trend. The past climate at the eastern side of the Adriatic Sea is less documented and 
based on data available from lake sediments shows a more gradual and less warm onset of the 
Holocene and more stable conditions during the early-mid Holocene compared to Italy. 

and Herzegovina). Preliminary dating performed with the U-Th disequilibrium technique 
allowed to choose the five most promising samples. Stable oxygen and carbon isotopes have 
been analyzed along the stalagmite growth axes and trace elements of one sample have been 
investigated. Back trajectory analyses of present day precipitation in the area have been 
performed in association to GNIP data analyses aiming to understand the parameters involved 
in rainfall stable oxygen isotope composition variations. Petrographic observations have been 
coupled with stable carbon and oxygen isotope results in order to improve the understanding 
of climate processes pictured by this record. In this work, the results of these multiproxy 
analyses are presented, exploring the potential of these samples in recording regional climate 
fluctuations and discussing their implications for a better understanding of Holocene climate 
dynamics in the Balkans. 
 
Key words: Holocene; Paleoclimate; Speleothem; 
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SALOMNE DOLINE U FLUVIOKARSTU  PRIMER VRATNE I RADOVANSKE 
 

  
 

 
 

zastupljen  salomne doline. Ove doline se formiraju u uslovima fluviokarsta i kontaktnog 
karsta

-
dolina, a u ovom radu su predstavljene dve  dolina reke Vratne u Negotinskoj krajini i dolina 

evolucije  
segmenta sa delovima tavanice, u vidu prirodnih kame

 
 

 salomne doline, fluviokarst, prirodni mostovi, lasersko skeniranje 
 
 

COLLAPSE VALLEYS IN FLUVIOKARST  CASE STUDY OF THE RIVERS 
VRATNA AND RADOVANSKA REKA, EASTERN SERBIA 

 
 

 
Abstract: 
The aim of the paper is to present collapse valleys  a form of karst relief which is not 
substantially elaborated in the available karstological literature. These valleys form in the 
conditions of fluviokarst and contact karst, after collapses of the ceilings of permanently or 
seasonally active caves. In karst of the Carpatho-balkanides of eastern Serbia, several valleys 
of this kind have been mapped. This paper presents two of them  the valley of the Vratna 
River in the vicinity of Negotin and the valley of the Radovanska Reka on M
valley is reaching the last phase of morphological evolution  the breakdown process has 
progressed so much that only two segments of the cave ceiling are left. These segments are 

ian) above the river valley. In the 
valley of the Radovanska Reka, there is still a cave with a very thin ceiling, which is 
obviously heading towards the final collapse. In order to determine the thickness of the 
limestone cover and to resolve the spatial relations between the cave and the adjacent dry 
valley, detailed laser scanning was done using the geodetic total station Leica MultiStation 
MS50. The scanning has shown the points where we expect the disrupts of the stability and 
the first collapses.  
 
Key words: collapse valleys, fluviokarst, natural bridges, laser scanning 
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"RIVER" - PHOTO EXHIBITION 
 

 
 
Abstract: 
Water resources and the value of river ecosystems can be expressed through their function, 
services they provide to people, productivity and their biodiversity. These values go beyond 
our efforts for their conservation. Encroachments of human in river ecosystems through 
pollution, regulation of riverbeds, river banks remodeling, construction of hydropower plants, 
reducing biodiversity, etc., are only part of the activities that prejudice to the preservation of 
natural resources. Today the river ecosystems rank among the ecosystems that are most 
altered and threatened by human activity. These threaten did not miss even the Neretva River. 
According to its biodiversity, the Neretva River is one of the richest rivers in the Adriatic 
basin, but it is also on the second places by its vulnerability. Therefore, its lower flow has 
been included in the "hotspot" areas of the Mediterranean. 
Initiatives relevant institutions and NGOs are directed towards better protection, conservation 
and management of this area. One of them is the project "River" carried out by NGOs, 
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through which monitors the health of river ecosystems. The goal of the project is approaching 
the river to people, develop their skills to recognize a vital component of the ecosystem, 
encouraging activism to preserve them and raising the level of public information on the state 
of endangerment. 
Valorization of rivers natural values through the photo exhibition is one of the methods 
intended approaching their beauty to the general public, pointing to the need for greater 
protection as their eternal value and encourage competent authorities to make more efforts for 
their protection and preservation. Photo exhibition "River" is one in a series of actions that 
contribute to greater protection and conservation of river ecosystems. 
 
Key words: ecosystem, water resources, Neretva, protection 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

predstavlja pravu prirodnu atrakciju sa brojnim sa 
Nalazi se u slivu Skadarskog jezera u selu Lipa Dobrska ispod vidikovca Belveder i udaljena 

u nju poznate 

prirode (Sl. List  SRCG br. 30/68). 
 

godine. 
-geografske karakteristike, elementi, mjere i 

 
 

 
CAVE LIPSKA, RESEARCH, PROTECTION AND TOURIST VALORISATION 

 
 

 
Abstract: 
Among different and specific speleological objects in Montenegro, cave Lipska represents 
real natural attraction with numerous karst elements. It is located in Basin of Skadar Lake in 
the village Lipa Dobrska under viewpoint of Belveder and it is 5 km far away from metropolis 
Cetinje. Total length of researched halls is more than 1.200 m. It falls between the most 
valuable and famous caves of Montenegro, Balkans and Europe. This cave is famous from 
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King Nikola, who paid special attention to this natural precious stone and brought famous 
researchers from that period. Cave Lipska is under protection of the state from 1968 
according to the Decision of the Republic Institute for the Protection of Nature on the 
protection of natural objects (Official Gazette of the Republic of Montenegro no 30/68).  
It is the first tourist valorised cave in Montenegro and it was opened for visitors in the middle 
of 2015. 
Paper contains: background of research, physical-geography characteristics, elements, 
measures and reasons for protection, frameworks of Management Plan, as well as proposals 
and suggestions for integral scientific, ecological, cultural and tourist valorisation. 
 
 
 

 
DRINKADRIA PROJEKAT 

 
- -Valjevac, Ana Piccolotti, 

 
 

 
Projekat  DRINKADRIA (IPA Adriatic Pogramme) bavi se pitanjima efikasne i efektivne 

projekta (od novembra 2013. do danas) provedene su pilot akti

. 

stemu za opskrbu 
  

 
  

 
 

CHALLENGES OF CROSS-BORDER WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT  
DRINKADRIA PROJECT 

 
-  -Valjevac, Ana Piccolotti, 

 
 
Abstract: 
DRINKADRIA project (IPA Adriatic Pogramme) deals with issues of efficient and effective 
cross-border water supply and management of water resources. In the previous period, 
throughout the project (from November 2013 to date) pilot activities have been carried out in 
order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of water supply, water loss reduction and 
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improvement of water resources management, which contributed positively to the quality and 
quantity of water, as well as contributed to the integration of best practice in the future. 
This paper will analyze the legal framework and economic, management and technical 
problems faced by the existing cross-border water systems between BiH and Croatia and it 
will show pilot activities carried out in the municipality of Neum to the regional system of 
drinking water supply "Gabela - Neum". 
 
Key words: water, trans-boundary water supply, water resources management 
 
 
 

 U KARSTU NA PRIMJERU 
JAHORINE 

 
 

  
 

ne. U karstnim 

Jahorine, ali i drugih karstnih planinskih sistema na kojima je razvijen turizam. Obzirom da su 
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RISK ANALYSIS OF GROUNDWATER IN KARST, CASE STUDY JAHORINA 
 

 
 
Abstract: 
Vulnerability of groundwater in karst areas in terms of pollution is more expressed in 
compare to areas where are in geological structure are presented nonkarst rocks. In karst 
terrain is much heavier to define the conditions of aggregations, and therefore even more 
difficult to predict the measurements for protection of karst water. The obvious example that 
confirms this conclusion is the area of Jahorina, and other karst mountain system which have 
developed tourism. Considering that Sarajevo mountains are in upper layers predominantly 
consist from limestone and are areas for aggregation of groundwater used for supplying of  
population of Sarajevo and East Sarajevo, and that they had increased infrastructure, 
especially those used for purpose of tourism, vulnerability is even greater. 
Analysis has covered area of Jahorina, especially its northern part Ravna Mountain, whose 
karst plateau is an area of water aggregation for Paljanska Miljacka and Bistrica flows. The 
springs of these flows are captured and are used as water supply for Sarajevo and Pale. 
However, due to uncontrolled construction and exploitation of area, especially intensified in 
the postwar period, in area where protection is not yet established in more or less regulated 
system and is not a priority, there is a occurrence and series of problems that permanently 
damaging the environment and indirectly influence on groundwater in this area, which are 
still of high quality. 
In the paper were presented hydrogeological and hydrological characteristics of the area and 
is carried out analyzes of other physical-spatial conditions which are an essential indicator of 
the quality of groundwater. By applying various methods we have obtain maps that shows 
different ways in which groundwater can be polluted in karst, and therefore how easily can be 
jeopardize the phenomena and objects through which this water is used. Also, we analyzed 
the spatial relationships and connections with individual socio-geographical components, and 
thought correlation methods are obtained results on which basis are provided conclusions for 
possible measures against pollution of groundwater in karst (which is essentially most 
difficult to protect) and karst in general. 
 
Key words: vulnerability of groundwater, karst, Jahorina, Paljanska Miljacka, Bistrica. 
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APPLICATION OF KARSTIFICATION SPATIAL ANALYSIS OF THE AREA OF 
SVILAJA FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDY 

 
Ivana Gudac 

 
Abstract: 
When conducting the environmental impact assesment the question of accessing the 
protection of karst is often highlited, since the karst is a highly vulnerable environment. 
Protection of karst areas during impact assessment of individual projects is essential in order 
to prevent hazardous events which could change the geometry and functions of the karst 
underground. This paper shows the assessment of the possible impact of construction on karst 

 
lit-Dalmatia County. It is 

made of carbonate sediments mostly Cretaceous age and therefore is rich in typical karst 
formations. As a result of lithology, structure and the impact of storm water on limestone 
have developed cracks, sinkholes, caves and pits. The research area represents a typical karst 
area and during the field research the existence of these karst formations were determend. 
Moreover, during the field research there was no evidence of springs and permanent surface 
flows in the research area. 
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The impact of project on geodiversity is possible even outside the zone of direct occupation 
because of karstification. In order to display a more detailed karstification of the study area, 
the approach of drawing a karstification map based on sinkholes density per m2 was used. 
The density of sinkholes is important to determine the areas where the development of new 
sinkholes is most likely to occour. Furthermore, areas with high density of sinkholes have a 
greater possibility of forming new sinkholes and greater potential for underground objects 
(e.g. kavernas). 
Based on data from the topographic maps  
1:25000 1692 sinkholes were found in the area of 117 km2. 
The intensity of karstification of the project area varies and the largest density of sinkholes is 
in the southern part of the study area. Consequently, the intensity of karstification is smallest 
in the western part of the study area and is largest in the southern part. Therefore, the 
maximum impact on geodiversity can be expected during the construction phase in the 
southern part of the study area. Moreover, when performing actions in the southern part of the 
research area it is necessary to adopt special measures in order to protect and perserve the 
geodiversity as well as the geometry and functions of the karst underground. 
 
Key words: karstification map, sinkholes density, Svilaja, Environmental impact study  
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ILLUMINATION OF THE TOURIST CAVES WITH LED 
TECHNOLOGY/LIGHTING 

 
Edina  

 
Abstract: 
This paper aims to present the situation in the caves of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the 
region in the field of illumination with the special emphasis on those caves in which LED 
technology/illumination is built-in. The data of some caves with lighting in general will be 
presented, as well as the data of the caves with LED lighting. There will also be presented the 
data showing the amount of lighting pieces that are built-in in the caves and the data showing 
the costs of lighting projects. This paper aims to present all the benefits of this technology 
when it is used for the tourist caves illumination as well, to compare it with the illumination 
of other caves in the region and Europe and to present the possible solutions as well. Through 
the paper it is going to be tried to give the best and the simplest possibility of replacement of 
the existing lighting with the new LED technology in the tourist caves, as well as the financial 
profitability of LED lighting installation projects. There are so many benefits of the LED 
technology but perhaps the most important is the one that brings huge savings which are 
going to be presented in the paper. The cave illuminating is one of the basic tenets of the 
speleotourism development, so the illumination with LED technology could significantly 
contribute to the speleotourism development. If we add the fact that more than a half of the 
Bosnia and Herzegovina area is covered with karst and a lot of caves, it would mean that there 
have to be much more projects of tourist caves arrangement in the future. 

(www.cavelighting.com), the company which conceded their data about solutions of LED 
lighting installation in the tourist caves. 
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LED LIGHTING IN THE DARKNESS OF THE UNDERWORLD 
 

 
 

Abstract: 
This poster presentation visually presents the new technologies which are used for the tourist 
caves illumination. The advantages of the LED technology that is used for the tourist caves 
illumination are numerous: less electrical energy consumption, lower maintenance costs, 
reduced impact on the microclimate of the speleological sensitive ecosystems, etc. There are 
also the visual advantages that are important. LED lighting in different colors in the 

 

(www.cavelighting.com) from Germany, which are the partners of this presentation. 
 
 
 

HERCEGOVINE 
 

 
 

 

eljen po vekovima: 19, 20 i 21 vek. 

endemiti Bosne i  Hercegovine i okolnih zemalja. 
 

  
 
 
THREE CENTURIES OF RESEARCH OF GASTROPODA FAUNA (MOLLUSCA) IN 

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA 
 
Abstract: 
The short history of investigation of Gastropoda (Mollusca) in Bosnia and Herzegovina is 
presented. The history of research, in order to facilitate the presentation, is divided by 
centuries: 19th. 20th. and 21th century. 
The review of the investigators of Gastropoda in Bosnia and Herzegovina is presented, as 
well as their collected taxa. The large number of species of Gastropoda is described from this 
region and many of them are endemic to Bosnia and Herzegovina and adjacent regions. 
 
Key words: Gastropoda, investigators, Bosnia and Herzegovina, history of research, endemic 
taxa 
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Gordan S. Karaman 
 

 

podzemne vode Crne Gore, od obala mora pa do izvora I jezera u visokim planinama. 

-hemijsko stanje tih voda, pa je stepen ug

 
 

 Crustacea, Amphipoda, diverzitet, Crna  
 
 
DIVERSITY PROTECTION OF AMPHIPODA (CRUSTACEA) IN MONTENEGRO 

 
Gordan S. Karaman 

 
Abstract: 
Over 60 species of Amphipoda (Crustacea) are known from the surface and subterranean 
waters of Montenegro, from the Sea coast up to the springs and lakes in the high mountains. 
Amphipoda (Crustacea are present in all relatively clean waters, and they are excellent 
indicators of the pollution of the surface and subterranean waters. The presence or absence of 
amphipods indicates the certain physical and chemical conditions of these waters. By this 
way, the degree of vulnerability of Amphipoda diversity is in strong connection with the 
degree of pollution of these surface and subterranean waters. Anthropogenic activities are 
very threatening all the water in Montenegro and therefore Amphipoda diversity in them. 
 
Key words: Crustacea, Amphipoda, diversity, Montenegro, protection 
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i mokre, a u odnosu na ponavljanje, reverzibilne i ireverzibilne.  
 

 
 

 
 

SPELEOLOGICAL RESEARCH  THE PROGRESSING IN CAVES 
 

 
 
Abstract: 
Speleological research has several phases: entering the cave, surveying, mapping and writing 
down the description, compiling the caving documentation and desk research. The first phase 
is entering the cave or progressing inside the cave. This phase takes place in a new, unknown 
cave or a known cave the researchers are not familiar with, and it is the basis for further 
research, for all subsequent phases and all other forms of research. 
Different progressing techniques have been developed for the purpose of progressing inside 
the cave as a new caves exploring, such as walking in various position (upright, stooped, 
crouched down, squatting, crawling), creeping, climbing aside, climbing, SRT (lowering with 
a rope), traversing, digging, blasting, water crossing, swimming, diving and the use of vessels. 
In relation to water, the techniques may be referred to as dry or wet, and in relation to 
repetition, may be reversible and irreversible. 
 
Key words: speleological research, caving techniques, caves entering, progressing inside the 
caves, speleology, digging, blasting and cave diving. 
 
 
 

 
 

Andrej Kranjc, Luiz Eduardo Panisset Travassos 
 
Povzetek: 

aziskovalce. Kot poznavalca predvsem zahodnega dela Dinarskega krasa in 

pojavlja ime Dinara za samo goro tega imena kot tudi za celotno Dinarsko gorstvo, kot ga 

priznano ime, pogosto kot 
Dinarske Alpe. Avtorja pozivata raziskovalce, ki se ukvarjajo z Dinarskim krasom, da 
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 Dinara, Dinarsko gorstvo, izvor imena 
 
 

ON THE ORIGIN OF THE NAME DINARA 
 

Andrej Kranjc, Luiz Eduardo Panisset Travassos 
 
Abstract: 
This short paper based on literature is in fact an open question and a challenge for future 
researchers. The authors are relatively well acquainted with the Western part of Dinaric karst 

where and when appeared the name Dinara for the mountain as well as for the whole Dinaric 
chain as we call it nowadays. Based on older literature and maps they found out that the name 
Dinara appeared in the 17th th century it was largely used by 
authors describing Balkans (Fortis 1774, Hacquet 1785), while in the 19th century it was a 
generally adopted name, often as Dinaric Alps. Authors make an appeal to researchers whose 
topic is Dinaric karst to pay attention to this question; especially to older publications which 
are not generally known and accessible. 
 
Key words: Dinara, Dinaric Mountains, origin of name. 
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WATER MANAGEMENT PLANS IN B&H   
 

Tarik Kupusov  
 
Abstract: 
There are under way public hearings on Drafts Water Management Plans for both entities and 
Brcko District of B&H, for 2016-2021. Drafts are prepared on entities and watersheds areas 
of the Adriatic Sea and Sava River, so, there are entirely 5 Plans, but synthesis (or roof) one 
still should be prepared. After allegation of the basic elements of the Plans, some comments 
and suggestions are expressed for theirs practical implementation in the next 6 years and 
thereafter cycles. Their potential pro-active role for the integral, coordinated and sustainable 
water management is indicated. These will potentially denotes stimulation for poverty 
reduction, economic rehabilitation and development of B&H, particularly of the karst areas. 
 
Key words: Water, Environment, Economy, Poverty, Water Management Plan, Integral 
Water Management 
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WHY FAIL ATTEMPTS TO ESTABLISH A KARST RESEARCH BODY ON THE 
DINARIC KARST 

 
Abstract: 
It would be expected that in the area of Dinaric karst, as the importance of karst, its 
insufficiently and the need for its specific protection, operates a full range of scientific 
research institutions for broad purposes. But, as we know, there is only one such: Karst 
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Research Institute SAZU in Postojna, with a worldwide reputation. Next to it, there are 
several institutes in whose name is the notion of karst, which have a limited role and 
responsibility, such as the Institute for Adriatic Crops and Karst Reclamation in Split, and the 
Centre for the Karst Management Trebinje within the Forest of  Republic of Serbian. In the 
last ten years "aborted" the two attempts of establishing the Institute for Karst with general 
purpose in two "Dinaric" countries, Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina: Centre for Karst in 

ajevo. This paper analyzes these 
attempts and tries to answer why they were not successful. 
 
Key words: Dinarica karst, Institutions, Research 
 
 
 

 SPOMENIKA PRIRODE 
 

 
 

 
 

nu o 

-  

danima, mjesecima i godinama kao i po kategorijama posjetitelja. U periodu 2004-
su posjetile 59522 osobe. 
 

  
 
 

TOURIST VALORIZATION OF GEOMORPHOLOGICAL MONUMENT OF 
 

 
 

 
Abstract: 

village, was protected in 1963 as geomorphological monument of nature. It was discovered in 
1903 and in 1929 it was open for public. In accordance with the Nature Protection Law, this 
monument is managed by the Public Institution for the Management of Protected Areas in the 
County Split and Dalmatia - rate of 

months and years, as well as by classes of visitors. From 2004 to 2015 the number of visitors 
was 59522. 
 
Key words:  data base 
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SOURCES AND TRANSPORT OF INORGANIC CARBON IN THE UNSATURATED 

ZONE OF KARST 
 

Simone Milanolo 
 
Abstract: 
Karst is a distinctive landscape with specific surface morphologies and underground water 
drainage systems created by the fast dissolution of the rock. A complex system of chemical 
equilibria between different forms of inorganic carbon in the rock, percolating water and in 
the gas phase plays an important role in the genesis of karst features. This work is aimed to 
contribute to a better understanding of the inorganic carbon path inside a limestone massif by 
providing an overall conceptual model. This is achieved by identifying the functional 
compartments and mechanisms for its transport and by quantifying the different fluxes, 
assessing their relative contributions and their seasonal variations.  
 
Key words: Inorganic carbon balance, Carbon dioxide, Karst, Cave 
 
 
 
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATION OF THE AVERAGE KARST DENUDATION RATE 

IN THE UPPER UNA RIVER CATCHMENT 
 

Simone Milanolo 
 
Abstract: 
Weathering of carbonate rocks is the core process in shaping karst surface and underground 
specific morphologies. Because of the fast dissolution of limestone, karst landscape is in 
continuous evolution and while new geological features slowly evolve and mature others are 
canceled by the lowering of karst surface. The surface lowering rate or denudation rate is 
therefore a very helpful parameter to assists geomorphologies in predicting the time frame 
when certain morphologies could have been evolved. Denudation rate depends on a large 
number of regional and local factors and can be estimated under very specific conditions by 
micrometric measurement of surface lowering or by weigh difference of limestone tablets 
exposed to environmental conditions. On the other hand average values of denudation rate can 
be estimated indirectly from water analysis in rivers and springs draining karst regions. At a 

parallel measurements of flow and specific electrical conductivity were available. In addition 
to parameters collected continuously, six water analyses were performed and results used for 
calibration purpose. When considering the overall surface of the catchment area located 
upstream the investigated profile on the Una River (about 3200 km2), the average dissolution 
rate can be estimated to be about 0.092 mm/year. This value should be increased to an 
estimated 25% in order to considering only the fraction of carbonate rocks in the catchment 
region. 
 
Key words: Karst denudation rate; Una River 
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ogleda se i u njegovj korespodenciji. U Arhivu Srpske akademije nauka i umetnosti nalazi se 
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Abstract: 

developed a very intense collaboration with numerous scientists. Part of that collaboration can 
be seen in his correspondence. The Archive of the Serbian Academy of Sciences contains 
many of the letters that vouch for it. There has already been talk about his collaboration with 
Alfred Martel , the leader of speleological research in Europe at the time (Alfred Martel and 

 a 
century and a half from his birth, 1865- ). There will also be talk about 
two newly found letters, one from the very beginning of their collaboration and other related 

collaboration with Karel Absolon and several letters that will be also be presented refer to 
Bosnian-  
 
Key words:   
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 RISNJAK: SPODBUJANJE TRAJNOSTNEGA 

IN RISNJAK 
 

 
 
Povzetek: 

ika in Risnjaka. Raziskovalne dejavnosti so 

-
kartiranje izvira Kolpe. Velik

 
 

 
 

 
 

-RISNJAK PROJECT: PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE WATER 

NATURAL PARKS 
 

 
 
Abstract: 
The main activities and outputs of the cross-border project carried out in the area of common 

-
border comparative analysis of sustainable water management indicators, a tracer test 

 plateau, and a hydro-
speleological mapping of the Kupa river spring. A lot of effort was invested in raising public 
awareness and educating primary school children, university students, the local population, 
local authorities and other interested stakeholders.  
 
Key words: sustainable water resources management, cross-border project, protected areas, 
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PROJEKTIMA  
PROJEKTIMA DRIN  

 
 

 
 

Sjeverne Istre u dvama recentnim EU projektima  su oba 

DRINKADRIA imao je za cilj izraditi podloge za procedure za sigurnu (prekogr

-ekonomski kontekst regije. Projekt je sufinanciran kroz program 
IPA Adriatic Cross Border Cooperation (CBC) 2007-

-

vodoopskrbe. Projekt je sufinanciran iz Europskog fonda za regionalni razvoj putem 
Operativnog programa Slovenija-Hrvatska 2007-2013. I dok se projekt DRINKADRIA bavio 

izvorima. U sklopu DRINKADRIA projekta analizira

projekta DRINKADRIA okrenuti su ponajv

 
 

 vodonosnici, vodoopskrba, Sjeverna Istra    
 
 

RESEARCHING TRANSBOUNDARY KARST AQUIFERS IN EU PROJECTS  
EXAMPLES OF SPRINGS IN NORTHERN ISTRIA WITHIN DRINKADRIA AND 

 
 

 
 
Abstract:  
The paper discusses the objectives, approaches and results of the research done in Northern 
Istria within two recent EU projects  
were focused on the same research area as well as on the same problems of water supply 
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springs, their contents and attitude toward karst and water differed significantly. The 
DRINKADRIA project aimed at preparing the bases for procedures for safe cross-border 
water supply, considering the cross-border water resources management, possible climate 
change impact and the specific socio-economic context of the region. The project was co-
financed by the IPA Adriatic Cross Border Cooperation (CBC) Programme 2007-2013 with 

project was to 
complete and equip the Science and Education Centre Speleo House as a gathering place for 
researches of the karst in the border region between two participating countries (Croatia and 
Slovenia). In scientific and technical terms, its objective was to analyse the mechanisms of 
water movement in the hinterland of the transboundary Istrian karst aquifers which feeds the 
water supply springs. The project was co-financed from the European Regional Development 
Fund through the Operational Programme Slovenia - Croatia 2007-2013. While the 
DRINKADRIA project dealt with the harmonization of approaches to different management 

hydrological conditions and the quality of water at springs. Within the DRINKADRIA project 
nine pilot areas were analysed, with five of them related to transboundary water resources and 

analysed and it is the transboundary region of Northern Istria. The results of the 
DRINKADRIA project are directed first of all at the water supply utilities in the karst area, 

living in the karst regions. Such different approaches of two different projects have linked the 
local and global knowledge about the researched area and have contributed to improving the 
overall knowledge about the researched area and its water resources, both in the current 
conditions and in the future estimates ending with the year 2050.  
 
Key words: Water resources in karst, transboundary aquifers, water supply, Northern Istria    
 
 
 

ANALIZA STABILNIH IZOTOPA 18O I D 
G SLIJEVA IZVORA PRUD 

 
 

 
: 

e slijeva izvora Prud u sklopu 
projekta DRINKADRIA (IPA Adriatic CBC, financiran od EU) te u sklopu projekta 

aja o ovom izuzetno 
2

 

enutih projekata, pored brojnih drugih 
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18O i D 

stabilnog izotopa 18

razdob

 
 

 18

Hrvatska  
 
 

ANALYSIS OF STABLE ISOTOPES 18O AND D IN GROUNDWATER AND 
SURFACE WATER IN THE SPRING PRUD CATCHMENT AREA 

 
 

 
Abstract 
Hydrogeological system of the area of south Dalmatia has been researched in number of 
investigations in the past. The last research has been performed during the projects 
DRINKADRIA (IPA Adriatic CBC, financed from EU), in which a larger area of Prud 
catchment had been considered, and the project 'Hydrogeological and paleolimnological 

new knowledge about this extremely complex karst system. The size of the whole Prud 
catchment area is around 1700 km2. Important to note is that a larger part of it belongs to 
Bosnia and Herzegovina and within this research only the part that belongs to Croatia has 
been covered. As karstic areas are known for their complex hydrogeological and hydraulic 
properties, during planning new projects, it is necessary to apply as many methods possible so 
these results could be used for more realistic conclusions about hydrogeological systems. This 
is one of the reasons why isotopic analysis of stable isotopes of 18O and D, among all other 
analysis, were included in the research in above mentioned projects. Detailed stable isotope 
analysis of underground and surface water was made and will be the subject of this paper. The 
goal of isotopic research was to determine sources and mechanisms of groundwater recharge, 
recharge area and its relative altitude. Monthly oscillations of stable isotope 18O values were 
used to determine the character of an aquifer. Because of very unusual hydrogeological year 
and relatively short period of monitoring this research results are insufficient for precise 
conclusions. At the same time due to the fact that these results are extremely interesting, they 
represent a basis for future research of this complex hydrogeological system. 
 
Key words: 18  
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-
 

 
 

 
Sa etak: 
Prvi publikovani p -

1998-oj. god., i u periodu 1988.-1989.,i 2000.-2014.godina. Tokom navedenih godina vrsta je 
konstatovana kao gusenica,kokon ili imago-

delovi tela poput krila i sl. Iz ovih podataka se vidi da je vrsta u BiH prisutna mnogo ranije od 

-planinskom terenu. Kao bilj

do oko 700- n javlja se na visinama preko 800 m.n.v. 

Nacionalnog parka Kozara i Sutjeska, Po
prirode Hutovo blato. Iz ovih podataka vidimo da ova alohtona vrsta leptira nije tako retka u 

  
 

 Antheraea yamamai, alohtona vrsta, rasprostranjenost, Bosna i Hercegovina  
 
 

-
1861) (LEPIDOPTERA, SATURNIIDAE) IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA 

 
 

 
Abstract:  
The first published data in BiH for alohton species Antheraea yamamai (Gu -

found at 33 localities. This paper presents data on the type was found  in 1998. year., in the 
period of 1988.-1989., and 2000.-2014. year. During those years it was identified as a species 
of caterpillar, cocoon, or imago-butterfly on a total of 35 sites of which 24 are new sites for 
this species in BiH. We recorded that live specimens of butterflies and found his body parts 
like wings and the like. From these data we can see that the species is present in BiH much 
earlier since 1996., when it was first photographed. The largest number of sites located along 
the watercourse and only in a few cases it was hilly and mountainous terrain. As host plant 
dominated the oak depending on the habitat (Quercus robur, Q.petrea, Q. pubescens and 
Q.farnetto) and the species of the genus Fagus, Crategus, Ulmus, Carpinus and Acer. Oak as a 
host plant mainly answering to about 700-800 m above sea level, while beech as the host 
occurs at altitudes over 800 m above sea level analysis of our sites sea level height range for 
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this butterfly ranged from 90 m above sea level to over 1,200 m above sea level. Among the 
localities there are several protected areas such as the National park Kozara and Sutjeska, the 

can see that this alohton species of butterflies is not so rare in Bosnia and Herzegovina, as so 
far considered. 
 
Key words: Antheraea yamamai, alohton species, distribution, Bosnia and Herzegovina 
 
 
 
ARGIOPE LOBATA PALLAS, 1772  NOVA VRSTA ZA BOSNU I HERCEGOVINU 

 
 

 
Sa etak: 
Prema podacima Komnenov,M.,(2009) na prostoru Bosne i Hercegovine poznato je 165 vrsta 

otkrivenih vrsta paukova 

vrsta Argiope bruenichii (Scopoli, 1772). Kolega Ilhan sa ekipom snimatelj i fotograf usnimili 

kamenjarkama koje su trebali snimiti za jedan film i poslao mi snimak. Detaljnim pregledom 
snimka konstatovano je da se radi o vrsti Argiope lobata Pallas,1772. Prema listi aranofaune 
BiH koju daje Komnenov,M.,(2009) i d

i, 

za ovu novu vrsta u aranofauni BiH. Ovaj primer samo pokazuje koliko fotografi i snimatelji 

 
 

 Argiope lobata, nova vrsta, Bosna i Hercegovina 
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ARGIOPE LOBATA PALLAS, 1772 - A NEW SPECIES FOR BOSNIA AND 
HERZEGOVINA 

 
 

 
Abstract:  
According to data Komnenov, M.,(2009) in Bosnia and Herzegovina is known 165 species of 
spiders from 27 familia and 103 genera. So far in BiH according Komnenov, M.,(2009) was 
recorded from Fam. Aranidae total of 11 species of a genus Argiope I was not logged. Then 

species from four families, and Fam. Aranidae Addition of 5 species of which is one of the 
genus Argiope, species Argiope bruenichii (Scopoli, 1772). A colleague Ilhan with the team 
upload the cameraman and photographer were an unusual spider him they found during the 
search of partridges, which are supposed to record a film sent me a tape. A detailed video 
review, it was concluded that the species Argiope lobata Pallas, 1772. According to a list 
provided by the BiH aranofauns Komnenov, M., (2009) and the amended list by 

pretty steep rocky slopes full with large blocks of rocks, and it is the herds of females. A 
review of certain sites encountered on site Daria Maric from Siroki Brijeg, which is located in 
the southern part of Herzegovina, on the river Listica, about 20 km west of Mostar. On the 
website, including numerous photographs of plant and animal species displayed a photo of the 
spider Argiope lobata so this is a different location for this new species in aranofauns BiH. 
This example shows how nature photographers and cameramen may be significant 
contributors to experts, because their photographs and video contributions to the 
understanding of the living world as well as their distribution. 
 
Key words: Argiope lobata, new species, Bosnia and Herzegovina 
 
 
 

ANALIZA LOKACIJE REGIONALNE SANITARNE DEPONIJE ''UBORAK'', 
MOSTAR 

 
 

 
 

cisterne i ri
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 ponija, otpad, upravljanje otpadom 
 
 

LOCATION ANALYSIS FOR REGIONAL SANITARY LANDFILL '' UBORAK 
''MOSTAR 

 
 

 
Abstract: 
According to the Law of waste management FBiH, the definition of waste is as follows: 

means any substance or object which the holder discards or intends to discard or is 
required to be deposited in accordance with one of the categories listed in the list of waste set 

present a great 
danger to humans as well as nature and the environment. In this work will be described and 
identified current position of waste disposal sites in the municipality of Mostar, and will be 
compared its configuration settings with legislative acts. Also, in this work will be analyzed 
distance of disposal sites from the water facilities, including processed sources, springs, wells, 
tanks and rivers. Overlapping layers of geological map of Mostar municipality with a layer of 
waste disposal sites, will give the answer to the question whether the geological substratum 
that has been taken to accommodate the specified locations corresponding to the regulations. 
 
Key words: hydrological facilities, location, landfills, waste, waste management 
 
 
 

E KARAKTERISTIKE SKADARSKOG JEZERA 
 

 
 

 

procesa. 
Temperatur

i i 
saliniteta; oksido redukcionog potencijala (ORP); pH; gustine vode. Brojni su faktori koji 
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temperature vode u jezerima toplotnom razmjenom sa atmosferom, kao i fizi

atmosfere mogu imati uticaj na temperaturu vode.  

mijenjaju kontinui

u 

 podzemne vode i sl.  
Generalno, sve analize provedene u radu usmjerene su na faktore formiranja temperatrurnog 

2

 odnosu na dio koji pripada 
Albaniji i iznosi oko 4460 km2 ili 81,2%.  
 

 jezera, biodiverzitet, klimatski faktori, karst. 
 
 

THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAKE SKADAR 
 

 
 
Abstract: 
The lakes are important natural systems, particularly when they are located in the karst areas. 
They greatly support the economy of a country, they are significant habitats important for 
biodiversity conservation and equally important for recreation, tourism and various other 
activities. They are often threatened by sediments and other pollutants from the catchment 
area, whose products are deposited in lakes. Over time, through the natural process of 
disappearance, the lakes become swampy lake systems and as the process continues, they get 
transformed into meadows and forests. In addition to human influence, which generally 
speeds up the process of "aging" of the lake, an increase in the temperature of the lake water 
is a catalyst for these processes. 
Temperature is an important factor to be taken into account when assessing the quality of 
water, as it may change the physical and chemical properties of water, especially in 
determining the metabolic rate of photosynthesis, toxicity, concentration of gases (oxygen and 
others); conductivity and salinity, oxidation reduction potential (ORP); pH; density of water. 
There are many factors that affect the temperature regime of the lake in general. Some authors 
emphasize the importance of dependence of lake water temperatures on the heat exchange 
with the atmosphere, as well as the physical mixing of the water column, on the basis of 
which we should expect that a slightest change in the temperature of the atmosphere may 
affect the water temperature. 
The authors of this paper remind us of a generally accepted fact that the water temperature 
changes continuously throughout the year, and that these changes are most pronounced in the 
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areas where there is less water. Here it is important to analyse the geological structure of the 
substrate, hydrographical and geomorphological characteristics, then the specific climate 
parameters (air temperature, insolation, cloudiness, precipitation), and the influence of surface 
waters. This work also includes studies that highlight the interaction between climate change 
and temperature regime of Skadar Lake, where while performing simulations, hydrodynamic 
models are used that allow assessment of the impact of climate changes on the lake 
ecosystems. Attention has been paid to other factors, such as surface water inflow, lake - 
groundwater interaction, etc. 
Overall, all the analyses carried out in this paper are aimed at forming factors of regime of 
Skadar Lake, a sunken karst field and crypto-depression whose basin occupies an area of 
approximately 5490 km2. The area and volume of the lake are variable and depend directly on 
the water levels. The surface of the lake which belongs to Montenegro is larger than the part 
that belongs to Albania and is approximately 4460 km2 or 81.2%. 
 
Key words: lakes, biodiversity, climatic factors, karst. 
 
 
 

 
 

Nijaz Zerem 
 

 
U hidro- -dolomitnoj sredini, 

2).  
-

kolektor kavernozno-
koji atmosf

ora, 

sliva.  

 
 
 

IMPACT OF SINKING WATER FROM THE 
 RIVER BED ON THE YIELD OF THE PRUD WELL IN CROATIA 

 
Nijaz Zerem 

 
Abstract: 
Hydro-geologically, the Prud source basin is located in the limestone-dolomite zone, 
dominated by sediments from Upper Cretaceous (K2) period. In this sense, the entire studied 
territory, represents a powerful hydro-geological collector with cavernous and fissure 
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porosity. It is typical karstic aquifer where atmospheric and surface water migrates through 
cracks and sinkholes and flows into very complex underground water flows, through the karst 
conduits of significant dimensions. Relatively fast groundwater circulation, frequently under 
the pressure, enables the occurrence of powerful water sources at hypsometrically lower 
elevations, such as the Prud source, but also a number of other sources within its basin.      
These characteristics reflect in the vulnerability of the basin and potential effects that might 
occur as a consequence of different factors.     
 
 
 

HERBARIJ CARLA STUDNICZKE  DODATAK 
 

 
 

 

sabran uglavnom iz grada Trsta i okolice. Na 51 herbarijskom listu nalazilo se 137 
herbarijskih primjeraka. Unutar ove mape nalaze se rodovi i vrste koji su u ranijim radovima 

nisu zapisani.  

listova sakupio je Studniczka (50). N
-1904. god. Na jednoj 

herbarijskoj etiketi nije navedena godina sakupljanja.  
 

Herbarij C. Studniczke, Prirodoslovni muzej Split, Hrvatska 
 
 

CARL STUDNICZKA'S HERBARIUM  ADDITION 
 

 
 
Abstract: 
We have analysed herbarium folder No 51, which contain 51 herbarium sheets with 137 
herbarium samples. Most plants were collected in Europe in the area of Trieste, Italy (41). 
According to the affiliation to particular herbarium collections, the most representative plants 
are those from the collection Flora von Triest. Most herbarium sheets were collected by 
Studniczka himeself (50). The oldest herbarium sheet dates from the year 1872 and the 
newest one is from 1904. The majority of herbarium sheets were collected in the period from 
1901 till 1904. The exact year of collection is missing from one herbarium label. 
 
Key words: Studniczka's herbarium, Natural History Museum Split, Croatia 
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the project partners and can under no circumstances be regarded as reflecting the position of 
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2nd national capitalization workshop 

The 2nd national capitalization workshop took place in Larissa city on April 7th, 

2016. A two-day event co-organized by the Hellenic Union of the Municipal Enterprises for 

Water Supply and Sewerage (EDEYA), the Municipal Water Supply and Sewerage 

Company (DEYA) of Larissa with the contribution of University of Thessaly (Civil 

Engineering Department) on April 7&8, 2016. The event was extremely important as 
most of the Greek Municipal Water Supply and Sewerage Companies were present. 
This is the most important national event where the Municipal Water Supply and 
Sewerage Companies took active part.  

More specifically, the Hellenic Union of Municipal Enterprises for Water Supply and 

Sewerage (EDEYA) began its operation in January, 1990. Since then many other 

municipal DEYA joined EDEYA as members, strengthening its development role. The 

Hellenic Union of Municipal Enterprises for Water Supply and Sewerage is a non profitable 

and non governmental organization. EDEYA is located in the city of Larissa. EDEYA has 

115 DEYA (Municipal Enterprises for Water Supply and Sewerage ) members from all over 

Greece. Its purpose is to coordinate the activities of its members and represent them. 

Furthermore, it assists its members to improve their services in the water supply and 

sewage sectors. 

The Hellenic Union has established two Commissions, one for the technical issues 

and the other for the financial affairs. It informs its members about all European 

Environmental Programmes and participates as partner in relevant projects. In 1993 the 

Union became full member of EUREAU (EUROPEAN UNION OF NATIONAL 

ASSOCIATION OF WATER SUPPLIERS AND SEWERAGE). EDEYA serves as 

consultant and represents the municipal water companies (DEYA) to the Greek 

Government. EDEYA supports the DEYAs and transfers to them experience and know-

how. 

The event was entitled:  



Single Application of the Water Balance and Implementation of new 
technologies in water supply networks of the Municipal Water Supply and Sewerage 
Companies  

 

 

 



The agenda is the following: 

1st Day Programme 

Opening 17:00  

17:00- solutions of water supply networks digitization of the 
Municipal Water Supply and , Dimitrios Karastavrou, 
President of the Board of Directors of the Municipal Water Supply and Sewerage 
Company of Komotini 

17:15- ed management of water supply networks in the Water Board 
, Solomos Charalambous, Water Board of Lemesos   

17:30-
, Konstantinos Stergiannis, 

General Director of Municipal Water Supply and Sewerage Company of Chania 

Despoina Bokou, General Director of the Municipal Water Supply and Sewerage 
Company of Lesvos,  

17:50- er losses 
, Bambos Charalambous, former President of the 

IWA Water Loss Specialist Group  

18:10- performance indicators single application 
for the water supply networks in Municipal Water Supply , 
Dimitrios Savorginakis, Water Supply Networks Manager, Municipal Water and Sewerage 
Company of Larisa, Christos Bimis, General Director of the Municipal Water Supply and 
Sewerage Company of Livadia, Christoforos Kostakis, Technical Manager of Municipal 
Water Supply and Sewerage Company of Agrinio 

18:40-19:4 dicators implementation proposal in water supply 
networks of Municipal Water Supply and Sewerage Companies , This work is elaborated 
through a project co-funded by the European Union, Instrument for Pre-Accession 
Assistance, IPA Adriatic CBC Programme 2007-2013 (DRINKADRIA project, 1o str./0004, 
further info: www.drinkadria.eu), Vasilios Kanakoudis, Associate Professor, Civil 
Engineering Department, University of Thessaly 

19:40 20:30 Questions  Discussion  

 

 

 

 



2nd Day Programme 

09:00 Registration 

09:30-09:45 Introduction by the President of EDEYA 

09:45-10:00 Mayor of Larissa   

10:00- ions and suggestions for improving investments  
, Dimitrios Karastavrou, President of 

Board of Directors of Municipal Water Supply and Sewerage Company of Komotini, 
Dimitris Savorginakis, Water Supply Networks Manager, Municipal Water Supply and 
Sewerage Company of Larisa 

10:20-  of irrigation networks management from the 
, Anna Zahidou, Technical 

Department Director, Municipal Water Supply and Sewerage Company of Larissa, Ilias 
Boufikos, Municipal Water Supply and Sewerage Company of Larissa  

10:50-11:10 
Supply and Sewerage Company of , Charis Kouziakis, Head of the Department of 
Studies and Implementation of Water and Sewage Works, Municipal Water supply and 
Sewerage Company of Kozani  

11:10-
Municipal Water Supply and Sewerage , Evaggelos Papavasiliou, 
Mechanical Engineer, Municipal Water Supply and Sewerage Company of Chalkida 

11:30- The use of technologies in the drinking water supply network 
management of , Irini Karathanasi, Head of the department of Studies/Works, 
Municipal Water Supply and Sewerage Company of Patra, Konstantinos 
Papageorgakopoulos, Electrical Engineer, Municipal Water Supply and Sewerage 
Company of Patra 

11:50- meter reading) Technologies and water supply 
, Symeon Christodoulou, Associate Professor, Associate Dean of 

Engineering School, University of Cyprus 

12:10- , Konstantinos Milioritsas, 
Head of Water Supply, Municipal Water Supply and Sewerage Company of Lamia 

12:30- akage 
re , Nikolaos Mamalougas, Head of the Sub-

ent and Sustainable 
 

12:50 13:30 Questions  Discussion 



3rd National Capitalization Workshop (June 3rd 2016) and 2nd Technical 
Workshop (June 3rd 2016) 

These events took place, back to back with the 2nd EWaS International Conference 

in Chania, Crete. FB16, with the participation of FB5 and FB10 organized these workshops 

as speakers and disseminators of the Drinkadria results, in order to accomplish the targets 

established in WP2 and WP3 of the Drinkadria project. 

More specifically, these national Drinkadria workshop and capitalization meeting 

was organized in Crete, in order to present and disseminate the Drinkadria project results 

during the 2nd EWaS International Conference. This conference is organized by the 

University of Thessaly (FB16) and the Technical University of Crete, aiming to bring 

together scientists dealing with research challenges encountered throughout the entire 

water cycle. It focuses on the integrated and sustainable water resources management, 

the effects of global climate change, the efficiency improvement of water systems and the 

protection of the environment. Thus, particular emphasis will be given to the latest 

developments, strategies, techniques and applications of international best practices in 

efficient and sustainable water systems management, urban water and waste 

management, environmental protection and also to the ways in which hydraulics contribute 

to sustainable engineering investigations and design in the water environment. 

Additionally, the 2nd EWaS 

hydrology, water resources systems management, urban water management, riverine 

systems, hydrodynamics and waves, climate change & smart cities, row and waste water 

treatment, waste management and groundwater and irrigation systems.  

Although outside the IPA programme area, the organization of this workshop and 

capitalization meeting during the 2nd EWaS International Conference in Crete represent a 

unique platform for the exchanging of competences on water topics at national and 

international level between different kinds of stakeholders, such as water utilities and water 

industries, institutions and operators, researchers and technical experts. As a matter of 

fact, Drinkadria is a strategic project and its activities are extremely important, not only 

inside the programme's area, but also at European and global level. The methodologies, 

outputs and results produced, with the contribution of all beneficiaries, must demonstrate 



their strategic dimension by presenting high standards regarding (having regard the 

specifications of the Strategic Call): 

-compliance with European, national and regional policies; 

-the establishment on the basis of a thorough knowledge of local/national/European 

present situation concerning water resources management and supply; 

- the involvement of a broad number of relevant stakeholders; 

This means that Drinkadria could only meet its objectives through the participation 

of beneficiaries in large-scale events, such as European or/and global conferences inside 

and outside the programme's eligible areas. 

 

During the conference 5 scientific papers were presented by FB16: 

1. -ESTIMATING THE WATER RESOURCES VULNERABILITY INDEX IN THE 

ADRIATIC SEA REGION, V. Kanakoudis, S. Tsitsifli, A. Papadopoulou, B. Cencur 

Curk, B. Karleusa  



2. -DETERMINING A SOCIALLY FAIR DRINKING WATER PRICING POLICY: THE 

CASE OF KOZANI, GREECE, V. Kanakoudis, S. Tsitsifli, K. Gonelas, A. 

Papadopoulou, Ch. Kouziakis, S. Lappos  

3. -FORMING DISTRICT METERED AREAS IN A WATER DISTRIBUTION NETWORK 

USING GENETIC ALGORITHMS, P. Korkana, V. Kanakoudis, M. Patelis, K. Gonelas  

4. -DEVELOPING AN OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM TO FORM DISTRICT METERED 

AREAS IN A WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM, P. Korkana, V. Kanakoudis, M. 

Patelis, A. Makrysopoulos, K. Gonelas  

5. -PRESSURE MANAGEMENT AND ENERGY RECOVERY CAPABILITIES USING 

PATs, M. Patelis, V. Kanakoudis, K. Gonelas  

Additionally, 1 scientific paper was presented by FB5: 

1. PRICING APPROACHES IN THE CASE OF CROSS BORDER WATER SUPPLY, P. 

Banovec and P. Domadenik  

And 3 scientific papers were presented by FB10: 

1. -NEW METHOD FOR ESTIMATION MEAN HYDROLOGICAL CHANGES AND 

QUESTION OF RELIABILITY IN FORECASTING FUTURE HYDROLOGICAL 

REGIMES,  

2. -COMPARISON OF PRE AND POST DEVELOPMENT LOW FLOW CONDITIONS 

FOR DRINA RIVER,  

3. -KARST SPRING OVEREXPLOITATION POSSIBILITY  CASE STUDY OF THE 

KRUPAC SPRING,  

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

All papers published in the conference proceedings will be made available in an 

publication hosted on ScienceDirect. All published papers will be indexed in Scopus and 

presented in a dedicated online Procedia issue. Delegates will need to opt in to have their 

paper to cover some of the administrative costs associated with the publication. 

All papers will be made freely accessible (Open Access) in perpetuity to a 

worldwide audience - Sciencedirect.com is accessed by over 17 million unique scientists 

and professionals on a monthly basis. Last year more than 800 million articles were 

accessed, of which 7 million article downloads were from Procedia publications. Publishing 

in Procedia Engineering will ensure maximum visibility and unfettered access to your 

conference paper from both industry and academia. 

Selected Papers from the Conference will be peer reviewed for publication in the 

Journals presented below either in a Special Issue or as part of the Journal's Regular 

Issues. Please note that the submitted manuscript should be substantially changed 

compared to the one presented at the conference (more that 50%) in order to be 

considered for publication. 



Desalination and Water Treatment

Journal of Hydroinformatics

Environmental Processes



Journal of Water Supply: Research and Technology - Aqua

Special Topics & Reviews in Porous Media: An International Journal

Water Practice and Technology



Water Science and Technology: Water Supply

Water Science and Technology

 

3rd National Capitalization Workshop (June 3rd 2016) 

The official opening took place by Mr Marinakis, President of Hellenic Union of 

Municipal Enterprises for Water Supply and Sewerage (EDEYA), Mayor of Rethymno. He 

thanked initially the representatives of the relevant stakeholders (Water Utilities) for their 

participation in the 3rd National Capitalization Meeting and highlighted the importance of 

water resources and supply management, in a national level. He outlined the need and 

importance of efficient measures, tools and technics and the cooperation with the research 

community such as the University of Thessaly in Greece. He praised the results of 

Drinkadria project and its beneficiaries who have created an open forum of support and 

collaboration in relative issues within the Adriatic area and highlighted that transnational 

cooperation is a precondition for development.  



 

Professor V. Kanakoudis the scientific coordinator of the activities implemented 

from the University of Thessaly welcomed also the participants and stressed the 

importance of the exchange of best practices and know-how between the beneficiaries 

involved in Drinkadria project. He also highlighted the importance of the 1st National 

Capitalization Workshop and the 1st Technical Workshop. 

 

The workshop was attended by a total number of 49 participants from relevant 

stakeholders and organizations in a national level such as decentralized administrations, 

water utilities, local government of Crete and several municipalities. 



 

 

The following presentations took place during the workshop: 



2nd Technical Workshop (June 3rd 2016) 

In accordance with the established agenda, the workshop was opened by Professor 

V. Kanakoudis the scientific coordinator of the activities implemented from the University of 

Thessaly, who welcomed the participants and highlighted the importance of the 2nd 

Technical Workshop. 

 

The workshop was attended by a total number of 46 participants from relevant 

stakeholders and organizations in a national level such as decentralized administrations, 

water utilities, local government of Crete and several municipalities. 

 



The following presentations took place during the workshop: 

 

All the attendees were distributed promotional material (brochures, folders, 

notebooks, presentations) for informing the stakeholders about the DRINKADRIA project 

in general and specifically on the activities of the University of Thessaly, the Region of 

Ionian Islands and the Water Utility of Corfu within the DRINKADRIA project. 



The participants were given two questionnaires referring to the feedback about the 

methodology of water resources management and the DRINKADRIA project. 14 

questionnaires were filled in. 56,25% of the participants activities are mainly focused on 

water supply, 25% on water protection, 6,25% on education/research and 12,5% on 

financial/legislative issues. The participants were the representatives from the following 

organizations: 

Participating Organizations 

Patra Water Utility 
Hellenic Union of Municipal Enterprises 

for Water Supply and Sewerage 
University of Thessaly 
Faistou Water Utility 

Decentralized Administration 
Chania Water Utility 

OAK AE 
Agios Nikolaos Water Utility 
Hellenic Water Association  

Kozani Water Utility 
Larissa Water Utility 

Eydap S.A. 
ADT omega 

IGME 
ELGO Dimitra 

Metsovio Polytechnic School 
University of Crete 

Having analyzed the responses to the survey questions (1st questionnaire), it can be 

concluded as follows: 

I. Referring to the question: Would you like to be more informed on common 

methodologies for determining the availability of water resources, assessment of 

the impact of climate change on the quantity and quality of water resources, the 

vulnerability of water resources, risks, hazards and establishing protection zones

78,75% of respondents would like to be more informed and 21,43% are neutral. 

II. When it comes to technical protocols with respect to their importance for cross-

border / regional water supply systems, the participants evaluated planning and 

design as the most important thing (17,79%) and then follows the water quality 



(16,37%), operation and maintenance (14,59%), financing (13,52%), emergency 

situations management (11,03%) and governance were considered as the least 

important. 

III. Referring to the question: Would you like to be involved in the development of the 

protocol  38,46% of the participants answered yes, 23,08% had no opinion and 

38,46% were neutral.  

IV. With reference to the participants who said that they would participate in the 

development of the protocol, 80% of them would do it during the drafting process. 

V. 21,43% of the participants are moderately familiar with the web platform of the 

DRINKADRIA project, while 71,43% are insufficiently familiar. 

VI. 83,33% of the participants would be more likely to visit a web platform of the 

DRINKADRIA project if they received an e-mail notification of new contents. 

VII. When asked if they would like to contribute to the development of DRINKADRIA 

brochures / flyers, 57,14% of them said YES and 28,57% of the participants said 

that they would give their contribution to professional articles. 

VIII. 50% of participants would like to be connected with other participating countries in 

the DRINKADRIA project. 

IX. All the participants believe that this kind of workshop is useful. 

X. 7,14% of participants think that the workshop should be focused on the legislative 

framework and 92,86% of them on achieved project objectives. 

Having analyzed the responses to the survey questions (2nd questionnaire), it can 

be concluded as follows: 

I. Referring to the question: Which is the spatial scale that reflects the best your 

activities and tasks % of respondents are local, 1,38% are national, 25,63% are 

regional (Figure 1). 



 
Figure 1. Spatial scale that reflects the best your activities and tasks 

II. When it comes to the main water supply management issues/ problems at the 

present 16,48% replied water quantity (Figure 2).  

 
Figure 2. Main water supply management issues/ problems at the present 

III. Referring to the question: Rank the following in terms of losses  28,87% answered 

water supply facilities leakage, 28,87% metering errors, 22,68% unauthorized 

consumption and 14,43% distribution network leakage (Figure 3). 

 



 
Figure 3. Issues/problems in terms of losses 

IV. Referring to the question:  22,47% 

answered increase in water use and 20,22% climate change (Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4. Issues/problems in terms of quantity 

V. Referring to the question: Rank the following in terms of water supply distribution 

 21,88% answered reservoirs deficiency, 21,88% inadequate network 

and 17,71% pumping stations capacities (Figure 5). 

 



 
Figure 5. Issues/problems in terms of water supply distribution constrains 

VI. Referring to the question: Which are the main water supply management 

constrains in the near future (next 25  30 years 12,03% answered water losses, 

10,76% water tarrifs and 15,19% lack of funding (Figure 6). 

 
Figure 6. Which are the main water supply management constrains in the near future (next 

25  30 years) 

VII. Referring Which are the most important steps and activities that 

would improve water supply in terms of aforementioned issues and constrains



13,10% of respondents answered improved knowledge about future water 

availability and future planning (Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7. Most important steps and activities that would improve water supply in terms of 

aforementioned issues and constrains 

VIII. Referring to the question Which are some cross cutting issues can be solved by

23,30% of respondents answered better cooperation among different sectors 

(Figure 8). 

 
Figure 8. Solution for cross cutting issues 

IX. Referring List 3 most significant actors/ actions for improved water 

supply and water resources management responders answered the following: 



 Non revenue water reduction 
 water losses reduction 

 improvement of infrastructure 

 improvement of resources management 

 reduction of overconsumption 

 leakage control 

 pricing policy 

X. Referring List actions that your institution/ organization might take 

to improve water supply and water resources management and contribute to its 

sust  
 improvement of infrastructure  

 metering system  

 water balance modelling 

  non revenue water reduction 

  leakage control 

 capacity building   

 waterlosses reduction   

 pricing policy    

XI. Referring Do you think that only state activities contribute to 

improved water supply 71,43% answered negatively and 28,57% positively. 

 
Figure 9. Familiarity/ knowledge with role and activities of Bilateral Commissions of 

significance for cross  border/ regional water supply and water resources management 



 

XII. Referring to the question:  with role and 

activities of Bilateral Commissions of significance for cross  border/ regional water 

20% answered moderate, 80% 

answered deficient (Figure 9). 

XIII. Referring to the question: 

activities of Local Authorities of significance for cross  border/ regional water 

30% answered moderate, 70% answered deficient (Figure 10). 

 
Figure 10. Familiarity/ knowledge with role and activities of Local Authorities of significance for 

cross  border/ regional water supply 

XIV. Referring to the question: 

Memorandum of Understanding, etc.) that are significant for cross border/ regional 

water supply systems and water resource management you are familiar with in your 

77,78% answered no and 22,22% answered yes. 

XV. Referring to the question: Which is your familiarity with issues/ constrains regarding 

cross  40% answered moderate, 60% answered 

deficient (Figure 11). 



 
Figure 11. Familiarity with issues/ constrains regarding cross  border / regional water resources 

XVI. Referring to the question: Which is the implementation level of River basin 

Management Plans at the 14,29% answered ongoing and 87,50% 

pending (Figure 12). 

 
Figure 12. Implementation level of River basin Management Plans at the national level 

XVII. Referring to the question: Which is the implementation level of River basin 

Management Plans (trans boundary 66,67% answered pending. 

XVIII. Referring to the question: Do you consider this type of workshops/roundtables us

100% answered positively. 













 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANNEX 5:  NATIONAL DATA 

ITALY 



SUMMARY REPORT OF QUESTIONNAIRES FOR WORKING PACKAGE NR.3 

Third National Event (capitalization meeting) was organized in Italy by A.Ato 3 “Marche 
Centro – Macerata”, FB n. 2 in DRINKADRIA Project. The Conference, whose title was 
“DRINKADRIA Project: sustainable and integrated management of Water Resources and 
drinking Water Supply Systems”, was held in Abbadia di Fiastra, Tolentino (MC) on 
November 27, 2015. It was completely dedicated to the dissemination of DRINKADRIA 
general scope and first results, with particular emphasis on the implementation of Pilot 
Actions. 
 
Very interesting presentations were given by ten different speakers, representatives of 
DRINKADRIA Partners or (External) Experts, according to the following agenda: 
 
WP Speaker Title/description FB/Exp. 

1 Enrico Altran general introduction to the Project, the 
Partnership, the main objectives and the results 
achieved so far 

LP 

5 Primož Banovec Cross-border water supply management and 
economics model 

FB5 

5 Fulvio Riccio Transfers of water resources. Local discipline:  
the ATO 3 Macerata case 

FB2 

4 Barbara Karleusa Cross-Border Water Resources Management 
and Climate Change 

FB8 

4 Marco Materazzi Hydrogeological models and applied 
methodologies: study cases in the Ato3 territory 

Exp. 

3 Branislava Matic Capitalization and Sustainability activities for 
corss border water supply projects 

FB10 

6 Paola Miana DRINKADRIA Pilot Actions: infrastructure 
effectiveness, water resources saving and 
protection 

FB1 

6 Paola Cossettini Technical and economical impact of water 
losses: the Murano island Pilot case 

FB1 

6 Emanuele Romano The impact of climate change on the Ostuni 
aquifer 

FB3 

6 Massimo Restelli ATO 3 metering and real-time monitoring system Exp. 
 



 



An invitation to attend the Conference was sent to more than 100 people, trying to involve 
as much stakeholders as possible, on local, regional, national and even international level.  
 
The shared questionnaire developed within WP3 activities was distributed to all the 
participants, representing: 
 

 Utilities 
 Public Bodies (Municipalities, Province Administrations, etc. – Local level) 
 Authorities (River Basin, ATO, etc. – Regional/Cross-regional and National level)  
 Research Institutes (University) 
 Private Companies 
 Consumers and Utilities Associations 
 Private citizens, Experts, Professionals. 

 

About 35% of the participants (26, out of no. 74 registered ones), all invited to contribute in 
the survey, returned the questionnaire filled in. 



In order to contribute providing a representative general opinion regarding the major 
issues concerning Cross Border/Regional Water Resources management and Water 
Supply Systems, the obtained answers to the more significant questions have been 
analyzed, as follows. 

 

Question 1: “Your Institution/ Organization mission /main scope of the work: …” 

34% of the questioned organizations are Utilities, 27% Authorities or Public Bodies 
(including Municipalities, Province and Regional level administration, other local/national 
Authorities in the Water sector), while the remaining 29% is shared among Professionals, 
Experts and Private citizens, Associations and Reaserch Organizations. 

 

 

 

 

Question 2: “Your activities are mainly focused on: ...”  

Water supply is the main scope of the work for more than almost 60% of the questioned 
institutions, 35% of them are mostly focused on education and research, 15% are also 
involved in water protection activities, 12% of them  also deal with financial and legislative 
issues and, same percentage, with other activities, including Engineering, Planning, 
Administration and Management, Water saving. 

 



 

 

 

Question 3:  “What spatial scale reflects the best your activities and tasks?” 

Most of the questioned organizations, over 60%, operates at local level, almost 10% at 
regional level; about one third of the participants tells to deal with tasks and activities at 
national (15%) or even international level (15%). 

 

 

 



Question 4: “Which are the main water supply management issues/problems at the 
present?”  

The graph below shows how the questioned organizations have ranked some of the most 
important issues in the water sector: water losses are the most significant problem for over 
45% of them, followed by quantity (availability of water resources), and water tariffs. 
legislation and policy framework, infrastructure (27%). Quality of water resources is also 
considered a quite important issue concerning water supply management for around 25% 
of the organizations. What is important to notice is that for over 20% of the surveyed 
participants Climate Change is the among the least significant of the proposed issues. 

 

 

 

 

Question 6: “After presentations and discussion in the Workshop organized by 
DRINKADRIA Project, which are the main subjects of your interest?”  

The following graph shows how the questioned organizations have ranked the most 
important subjects involved in DRINKADRIA project activities, according to their own 
interests: water service regulation and management is considered the most significant of 
the proposed subjects for 35% of the organizations, same percentage for Water Losses 
and related Pilot Projects implemented within DRINKADIRA Project. More than 30% of the 
surveyed organizations is aware that climate change impact on water resources is an 
important issue, even if, according to the given answer to  Question 4, it’s not considered 
among the most important problems to be faced by water utilities at present. 



Pricing policies and mechanisms and Cross-Border water supply systems are to be 
considered moderately interesting subjects. 

 

 

 

 

Question 7: “Are the following issues, topics and subjects developed in the Drinkadria 
Project to be considered important part of the water management system?” 

According to the collected answers more than 95% of the questioned organizations 
consider Pricing policies/mechanisms and Pilot Projects implementation (to be seen as a 
method to assess the efficiency of water infrastructures and to improve saving and 
protection of water resources) important part of the water management system. Evaluation 
of Climate Change impact on water resources is an important issue for 87% of the 
surveyed sample; Cross-Border water supply systems are also important for 78% of them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Question 8: “Your familiarity with/knowledge of the role and activities of Local Authorities 
of significance for Cross-Border/Regional water supply is: …” 

60% of the participants, according to the collected answer to such specific question, 
declares to have a moderate familiarity with this kind of Authority, while 20% declares to 
have a comprehensive knowledge of its role and activities and same percentage not to 
have sufficient knowledge. 

 

 

Question 9: “Your familiarity with issues/constraints concerning Cross-Border/Regional 
water resources is: …” 

Around 50% of the participants, according to the collected answer to such specific 
question, declares to have a moderate familiarity with issues and constraints relating 
Cross-Border/Regional water supply, 20% declares to have a comprehensive knowledge 
of them and 20% not to have sufficient familiarity with this topic. 

 



Question10: “Which are the actions that your institution/organization might take to 
improve water supply and water resources management and contribute to its 
sustainability?” 

In 12 cases, out of 26 filled in questionnaires, there is an answer to this open question. 
The most significant actions listed by the participants to the survey are: 

1. Definition of DWPAs, NRW reduction policy; 
2. Improved WSSs management, in order to have more financial resources to well 

maintain infrastructure; 
3. Research; 
4. Promotion of the Project activities and results; 
5. Implementation of the Water Management Plan (Directive 2000/60/EC); 
6. Investments on infrastructures; 
7. Reduce water losses, define proper, fair tariffs; 
8. Water resources qualitative and quantitative evaluation; 
9. Study of aquifer complexes; 
10. Measuring, acquiring data and sharing them with authorities and other subjects of 

waterworks sector; 
11. Information and Educational activities addressed to Adults and students. 

 

Question11: “Which are the most important topics that you would like to become more 
familiar with, concerning Cross-Border/Regional water supply systems and 
water resources management?” 

The 9 collected answers to this open question reveal that the most interesting topics, 
according to the Event’s audience opinion, are: 

1. Pricing models and policies/mechanisms; 
2. Applicable technologies for water losses detection/reduction; 
3. Future developments, forecasts and checks, concerning water demand/availability; 
4. Climate Change impacts on water resources; 
5. Exchange of experiences/sharing knowledge among local Authorities; 
6. Water quality monitoring activities, source protection issues. 

 

 



Question12: “Do you consider this type of workshops/roundtables useful?” 

100% of the collected answers are “yes”. 

 

Additional comments, added to a couple of the filled in questionnaires, concerns the 
overall evaluation of the Event, considered very interesting and attractive thanks to the 
new acquired knowledge and increased awareness especially referring to: 

1. Pricing models and mechanisms; 
2. Trans-boundary cooperation among different countries in the Adriatic Region; 
3. High level of research and results achieved by DRINKADRIA Partners within 

Project implementation. 
 

According to the results of the survey, as evident by the collected answers to the 
submitted questionnaire, the proposed topics are to be considered interesting and 
stimulating and the Event itself can be seen as an important step in the process of 
capitalization of project activities, to be added to other similar activities in all 8 involved 
Countries, aimed at the sustainability of the achieved results. 

 











































































































































































































































 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANNEX 7:  NATIONAL DATA 

SERBIA 



Tre a Nacionalna radionica  
u okviru DRINKADRIA projekta

- P LNI REGIONALNI VODOVODNI SISTEMI U SRBIJI –
Beograd, 04. Decembar 2015.

PROGRAM  

08:00 - 08:45  

   08:45 - 11:00 Sesija 1  - DRINKADRIA projekat
08:45 - 08:55
08:55 - 09:20 

Kapitalizacija i održivost medunarodnih projekata: DRINKADRIA - primer dobre 
prakse

09:20 - 09:45   
 

09:45 - 10:10 P.Banovec (Univerzitet Ljubljana) 
- Pravni i ekonomski akpekti 

prekograni nog snabdevanja pitkom vodom
10:10 - 10:35 B.Karleuša  (Univerzitet Rijeka)

Regionalni sistemi za vodosnabdevanje Istre  – primer rešavanja nekih problema
10:35 - 11:00    

Postoje treba za novim regionalnim vodovodnim sistemima u Srbiji, 
VOS i Strategija voda 

11:00 - 11:30 Pauza  

11:30 - 15:10 Sesija 2 – Regionalni vodovodni sistemi u Srbiji 
11:30 - 11:55   

Beogradsko izvorište podzemnih voda, problemi i njihovo prevazilaženje
11:55 - 12:20  P. Bogdanov BVK, Beograd) 

Sadašnje stanje i dalji razvoj Beogradskog distributivnog vodovodnog sistema,
njegov regionalni karakter, problemi i njihovo prevazilaženje

12:20 - 12:45  D. ur
Vodosnabdevanje i kvalitet voda u Vojvodini sa mogu im pravcima rešavanja 
problema, potencijalni regionalni vodovodni sistemi 

12:45 - 13:10 A. Dani   
, o

sistema 
13:10 - 13:35  

NIVOS – , problemi i njihovo prevazilaženje
13:35 - 14:00   

Vodosnabdevanje Šumadije i Pomoravlja, regionalni vodovodni sistemi na 
 problemi, p  

14:00 - 14:25 d i kanalizacija Kruševac)
– Kruševac, problemi i njihovo prevazilaženje

14:25 - 14:55 Finalna Diskusija  

14:55 - 15:10 Zatvaranje radionice, evaluacija radionice 
 
15:10  Koktel r
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